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Abstract
Currently, salmon by-products are under-utilized and transformed into low-value and low-profit products.
At the same time, growing amount of aquaculture by-products demand efficient solutions due to their
highly nutritional source. Available literature provides a clear image that more attentions should be paid
to the recovery of salmon BP, transform them into high-value products and connect them to the future
improvement of aquaculture. Aquaculture is already criticized due to environmental impact, therefore
any changes in this supply chain (Atlantic salmon species) should be revealed by an estimated impact
analysis. Allocating by-products towards high-value utilisation, using the same amount of resources,
benefits the sustainability of the salmon supply chain. For that reason, this thesis reviewed and analysed
the potential of salmon by-products and studied the environmental impact of salmon by-product
utilisation. Attributional life cycle assessment was used that compare fish protein hydrolysate against
whey protein hydrolysate and applied the following system boundaries: (1) cradle-to-waste, followed by
(2) waste-to-gate and functional unit of 1 kg of product (FPH). Additionally, the production of fishmeal
served as the baseline scenarios and is evaluated and analysed with the aim to provide a benchmark
against FPH from an environmental perspective. Next, a feasible European supply chain with
corresponding impact assessment was designed for the product fish protein hydrolysate with the use of
data collection. Based on a quantitative analysis of the potential supply chains , it can be concluded that
allocating larger amounts of salmon by-product to produce fish protein hydrolysate can have economic
benefits and reduces the environmental impact to the salmon supply chain. Fish protein hydrolysate
showed to be a promising utilisation that, in the future, can be further exploited on a larger scale and
become available for human consumption. The LCA results showed promising outcomes to produce
fish protein hydrolysate when compared to whey protein hydrolysate. Additionally, the separate
comparative analysis with the baseline scenario, the production of fishmeal, presented promising
results. Finally, the results indicate that FPH has great market potential and a European network for
FPH can be established.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Research introduction
The global human population will reach nine billion by 2050 and a major food source to sustain this
population is expected to be seafood (J. Lin, 2004). There is a global importance to fully utilise seafood,
due to the growing consumer demand for proteins and nutritious fish. The Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) estimates that about one billion people worldwide rely on fish
as their primary source of animal protein (FAO, 2019). It is also one of the most used protein sources
for human consumption (Petrova, Tolstorebrov, & Eikevik, 2018a). Due to the worldwide decline of fish
stock, aquaculture practises have increased to address the shortfalls in capture fisheries (Tidwell &
Allan, 2001). According to Eurostat (2019), aquaculture is: “the production of fish and other aquatic
organisms like molluscs and crustaceans under controlled conditions; it is an alternative to catching wild
fish and takes place both inland an in marine areas” (Eurostat, 2019). Aquaculture already provides over
a quarter of the world’s seafood supply, a figure the FAO expects will rise up to 50 percent by the year
2030 (FAO, 2014). This is connected to the global environmental concern of wild fish stocks and the
high demand for nutritional seafood (Tidwell & Allan, 2001).
Together with the rise of aquaculture, criticism has increased. Intense criticism by individuals,
environmentalist, and organisations have pointed out their fear that aquaculture causes harm to the
environment (Newton, Telfer, & Little, 2014a). All human activities indeed have environmental cost which
cannot be overlooked, making it even more important that this impact is evaluated.
While it is crucial that research keeps focusing on environmental improvement of aquaculture practises,
the downstream processes, taking place after cultivation of the fish, should be considered as well.
Research explains that most attention is paid to the main products, such as the fillets, and processing
plants discard most of the fish by-products (BP). BP are highly nutritional and the utilisation of these BP
should be given more attention (Arvanitoyannis & Kassaveti, 2008; FitzGerald & O’Cuinn, 2006; Petrova,
Tolstorebrov, & Eikevik, 2018b; Tone Aspevik, 2016). For that reason, the goal is to analyse efficiently
utilisation salmon by-products and to study the opportunities of reducing the footprint of the salmon
supply chain.

1.2 Aquaculture
Aquaculture has become extremely important for the worldwide supply of nutritional food due to the
shortfalls and declines of fish stock. However, it is challenging for aquaculture practises to act in a truly
sustainable way for several reasons. Moreover, several issues are difficult to resolve due to the high
pressure from consumer demand. Some examples of the environmental issues are: local nutrient
pollution into the water systems, due to waste feed, local chemical pollution, effect on wild fish (by
escapees) and the salmon being reliant on supplies of fishmeal and fish oils for feed production (FAO,
2019; Newton et al., 2014a). Specifically the last issue mentioned has been the centre of attention for
environmentalists and lead to research to explore how diets of farmed fish can be changed by using
other ingredients than fish, such as plant based diets (Tacon, 2004). Europe has been investing more
intensively in creating sustainable farming systems to overcome the issues stated above, which is crucial
for the future of sustainable farming.
Aquaculture plays a role in fish demand and with this, many studies have focused on the continuous
improvement of aquaculture practises and finding ways to reduce the footprint. Also certifications, such
as Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC), are in place to promote environmental and social
aquaculture performance (Aquaculture Stewardship Council, 2020). This research noted far less
literature concerning the continuous improvement of efficient usage of all fish product. The processing
steps taking place after cultivation of the fish have a share in the supply. It would be a great opportunity
to look also pass the cultivation process and integrate subsequent steps in the sustainability dialogue.
Analysing the steps taking place after cultivation and utilisation of all fish components can provide new
insight how to reduce the footprint of the supply chain of the most important farmed species in Europe.

1.3 Salmon by-product
So far, little attention has been paid to the contribution of protein-rich by-products from aquaculture.
Atlantic salmon (Salmo Salar L.) is the most important farmed species in Europe (FAO, 2019). Byproducts are mainly a result of processing fish from industrial scale fisheries and aquaculture (Olsen,
Toppe, & Karunasagar, 2014). It is known that salmon consist of high protein content, vitamins, minerals
and fish oils (Mbatia, 2011) and marine products are one of the most used protein source for human
1

consumption (Petrova et al., 2018b). The nutritional source of salmon BP are highly underestimated
(Petrova et al., 2018a). Approximately 30-40 percent of the total fish weight production is classified as
BP and it is widely described that the potential of these products are high (Aspevik et al., 2018; Mbatia,
2011). Processing plants discard most of these valuable product without any attempt of recovery
(Kristinsson & Rasco, 2000). According to Chopra and Meindl (2016) supply chains typically cause
significant harm to the environment when their output ends up in a landfill. One of the biggest
opportunities to improve sustainability is for firms to design products that use fewer resources and can
be recycled and remanufactured after use (Chopra & Meindl, 2016). Alternatives to discarding these
should be developed (Kristinsson & Rasco, 2000) and the growing amount for salmon and salmon BP
demands efficient solutions for their utilisation (Petrova et al., 2018b). Nowadays, aquaculture BP are
considered to be important from an economic and environmental perspective, as well as food security
(FAO, 2014; Stevens, Newton, Tlusty, & Little, 2018).

1.4 Utilisations
Today, salmon BP are predominantly allocated to become low-value and low-profit products such as
fish meal, animal feed and fertilizers (Milovanovic & Hayes, 2018). Figure 1.1 illustrates the main routes
of utilisation for Atlantic Salmon, where a large percentage ends-up as low value product. When
processed in a similar way as the primary product, salmon BP can accordingly be transformed into
marketable products (Arvanitoyannis & Kassaveti, 2008; Denham, Howieson, Solah, & Biswas, 2015;
Stevens et al., 2018). Mowi (2019) estimated that Atlantic salmon has the highest level of
industrialisation success and the lowest level of risk, compared to other aquaculture species. This makes
Atlantic salmon the optimal species for further investigation to future product utilisations. It is a promising
biomass for recovery in the valorisation industry to become available for human consumption, whereas
currently these valuable BP are used for aqua and wild stock feed (Aspevik et al., 2018; Fatih & SeKwon, 2014; Ramírez, 2007).

Figure 1.1 Main routes for utilisation of processing by-products from farmed Atlantic salmon, Pangasius catfish
and penaeid shrimp currently employed in the EEA (European Economic Area) and South-East Asia
Newton, Telfer, & Little, 2014b, page 502

Throughout the EU, fish BP is commonly used for pet food, fish feeds (pig and poultry feeds) and
fertilizers (Figure 1.1) (Karadeniz & Kim, 2013; Ramírez, 2007; Stevens, 2017; Tacon, 2004). This is
currently the most common way to add value to fish processing their wastes (Tacon, 2004). Utilisations
such as fish feed and fish oil are highly nutritional, consisting of omega 3 fatty acids and proteins
(Stevens, 2017). Stevens et al. (2018) report that salmon BP increase in value when they are allocated
to become products for human consumption.
1.4.1 Prospective future applications from salmon by-products
In the literature, several suggestions on future applications from salmon BP are discussed. Either without
any further processing and mostly for the export market, in fish head soup, surimi or mousses, or with
further processing steps for the cosmetic, beauty and food market. With produced products such as fish
proteins, gelatines, fish oil, collagen or mixed with other foods products (G. M. Hall, 2011; Karadeniz &
Kim, 2013; Stevens et al., 2018)
1.4.2 European legislation on by-product recovery
An important issue to consider, is the legislation on animal by-product recovery and use that apply in
the European Union. This includes the relevant laws and policies that are in place regarding fish BP.
The European Union strictly controls the use of animal by-product (Tacon, 2004). Being updated by the
most recent regulations is essential for analysing the future of salmon BP utilisations.
The European Commission explains in the section ‘Sustainable European aquaculture 4.0: nutrition and
breeding’ that various challenges arise when wanting to ensure food and nutrition security by 2030.
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Challenged in context of climate change, safe and high-quality food and competitiveness(European
commission, 2018). The main concern regarding recovery of BP is that legislation concerning health
and safety are in place to reduce the risk of the public and animal health (European Parliament and
Council, 2009, point 5 and 6). In addition, an overview of a developed framework concerning the use of
residual raw material from fisheries and other industries from the European Union is available and can
be found in table 1.1. Changing the current ways of fish processing seems challenging due to strict and
careful rules, regulations and policies when it comes to hygiene, handling and processing of animal byproduct in general. Consequently, re-directing salmon BP to become marketable products suitable for
human consumption.
There is much potential for recovering the BP and transforming them to become high-value products,
as stated reviewed in section 1.3. Although strict regulation are in place, the European union also assist
future activities in aquaculture development, including the following: “zero-waste and by-product
valorisation following circularity principles and organoleptic and nutritional values of seafood
optimisation” (European commission-Horizon 2020, page 101).Which concludes that Europe is
concentrating on the utilisation of all available seafood in the future of marine and maritime research
and bioeconomic.
Table 1.1 By-product categories
(Karadeniz & Kim, 2013)

Category
Category 1

Category 2

Category 3

Material
Infected suspected infected animal carcasses, toxic
compounds, catering waste from international
transport, animal material collected from wastewater
treatment, contaminated animals, wild animals
suspected for human communicable diseases
Aquaculture mortalities, digestive tract and manure
components, animal parts that have been slaughtered
for human consumption in case of diseases, animals
with veterinary drug residues

Parts of animals slaughtered for human consumption,
sea animals caught in open sea, fresh fish by-products
from processing plants for human consumption

Risk and availability
Very high risk
Processing only approved –
category 1 plants.
Incineration
High risk
Incineration
Processing only in approved
categories 2 or 1 plants.
Biogas production
Landfill
Feed for zoo and fur animal
with prior authorization
Low risk
Processing
available
in
approved plants.
Raw material for pet food
Biogas
or
biodiesel
production
Ensilage or composting
Animal feed for farming and
aquaculture

1.5 Problem description
Available literature provides a clear image that more attentions should be paid to the recovery of salmon
BP and transform them into high-value products, due do their nutritional components. The industry, fish
companies and processing plants can save costs associated with the BP (Lopes, Antelo, Franco-Uría,
Alonso, & Pérez-Martín, 2015). And although it is important to estimate the advantages of investing their
recovery in the valorisation industry in terms of economic value, considering the environmental impact
supports the sustainability dialogue of aquaculture species. Salmon BP should be connected to the
future improvement of aquaculture. Hence, knowing if the valorisation of BP raises the impact compared
to other, current, BP utilisations supports the decision on whether to invest in new by-product recovery
methods (Lopes et al., 2015). Aquaculture is already criticized due to its environmental impact, thus any
changes in this supply chain (Atlantic salmon species) should be revealed by an estimated impact
analysis. Future BP utilisations should be thoroughly investigated to determine their change and impact
on the chain. To better understand this field of research towards potential utilisation, this thesis will
review and analyse the potential of salmon BP and explore the environmental impact and supply chain
of salmon, to study the future feasibility of salmon BP utilisations.
3

1.6 Research objective and main research question
1.6.1 Research objective
This research aim is to optimize the supply chain of European farmed Atlantic salmon to improve the
sustainability by recovering BP in the valorisation industry. It aims to discover the most valuable and
sustainable utilisation of BP originating from the chain of Atlantic Salmon. Allocating BP towards highvalue utilisation, using the same amount of resources, benefits the sustainability of the salmon supply
chain.
Furthermore, by providing insights to the aquaculture industry, particularly the fish processing, the great
potential of utilizing by-product as high value resources for various end-products could be increased.
This, in combination with understanding the environmental impact of processing these BP and the
network for these transformed products creates knowledge of the entire process and that results into a
more transparent food supply chain. Thus, with this information, could help stakeholders and decision
makers in this chain regarding the handling of fish BP.
1.6.2 Research question
The following research question has been defined:
“How can the sustainability of the European farmed Atlantic Salmon supply chain be improved by
recovering its by-products in the valorisation industry? “
The problem description (Chapter 1.4) elaborated on the importance of answering the formulated main
research question. Therefore, in order to answer the main research question, four sub-research question
are defined below:
1

What is the value of Atlantic Salmon by-products, in terms of economic,
environmental and nutritional value?

2

What are potential salmon by-product utilisations?

3

What are the life cycle benefits of new alternative compared to a
current utilisation and competitor?

4

What are feasible supply chain design optimizations for the chosen SBP?

In order to answer the sub-research questions, hence the main research question, several methods are
essential. Chapter 2 describes in detail the methods that are employed in this research.
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2 METHODOLOGY
This research uses an attributional life cycle assessment (ALCA) that compares two products, followed
by a supply chain design and optimization. For that reason, a quantitative approach is suitable. First,
this chapter illustrates a set of decision-criteria that are used to define potential and valuable
utilisations of the SBP. From this analysis, one utilisation is chosen to be further researched. Then, the
approach for the life cycle assessment is described. The LCA is chosen to compare the impact
assessment of two products (SBP and CP) with the goal to assess the future feasibility of the chosen
SBP. The LCA adopts a cradle-to-waste approach for the production chains (resource extraction to byproduct extraction), followed by a waste-to-gate approach for the transformation of BP (by-product
extraction to factory gate). Additionally, a baseline scenario is evaluated with the aim to provide a
benchmark against the chosen SBP, from an environmental perspective. Finally, the logistical
parameters for the supply chain optimization are presented and those are essential for the design of
the SBP.

2.1 Literature research
The data for the first two research questions was predominantly collected from literature. This includes
defining high-value product utilisations from salmon BP and finding a suitable classification of valueadded products. From there, a set of decision-criteria further narrow down the potential SBP utilisations
and facilitates the final decision on the specific utilisation. The set of decision-criteria further ensures
product definition of CP and BL. The next section describes this process in detail.
Additional data collection that was necessary for the LCA performance, this was also supported by
literature research. This includes data collection of energy requirements for the studied product (SBP),
supporting the results of the impact assessment. Once the SBP is defined, the results (Chapter 5)
describes in the life cycle inventory with all the essential collected. This also applies to data collection
of the other two studied products.
The supply chain design data collection was also supported by literature research. Information regarding
the potential stages and locations in the design was required. Furthermore, transportation modes,
volumes and the number of trips was necessary to design a feasible network. This is further discussed
later in this chapter.

2.2 Decision-criteria for defining SBP
A set of criteria was used to define scenarios that are suitable utilisations for salmon BP. The set of
criteria determines which utilisation is further analysed in the LCA and supply chain design. One
utilisation is used as input for the exploration of the LCA and supply chain design. It is necessary to
define value-added products that was used to further explore the added value of salmon BP, moreover,
their environmental contribution to the salmon supply chain. Future assessment of this utilisation created
knowledge and transparency of the feasibility of BP utilisations, therefore, sustainable improvement.
The set of decision-criteria is formulated as following:
1. Percentage of by-products used in the product
2. Market potential by assessing market gaps
3. Market potential by defining competitive scenarios
First, the aim of the first research question is to narrow down the number of utilisations and by defining
a suitable classification of value-added BP utilisations. Next, this information was used to explore
literature and identifying product and product groups that fit the classification, that is, the results from
research question one. Finally, the set of criteria was used to decide which SBP utilisation was further
studied in this research.
The set of criteria was formulated using marketing insight to (new) product performance, with the aim to
provide a comparable analysis on the products. To start, the first criteria reflects the aim of this study
that aims to allocate BP from low-value utilisations to high-value utilisations. Preferably, BP represent
the main ingredients, therefore, added as one of the criteria. The second and third criteria are based on
the article of Henard & Szymanski (2001) that defined predictors of new product performance. Market
potential can be assessed by considering the product characteristics, e.g. product advantage over
existing products, product innovativeness that assess whether product are unique to existing products
5

and whether it meets customer needs (Henard & Szymanski, 2001). This has helped formulate the final
two criteria, to analyse whether SBP utilisation fill market gaps and to assess their competitiveness.

2.3 Life cycle assessment
Life cycle assessment is an environmental assessment methodology that aspires to quantitatively
assess the environmental burden of products from resource extraction and energy production through
the production chain to disposal (ISO, 2006). The result of this assessment is often referred to an
environmental footprint (carbon footprint, water footprint, global warming equivalent). Ideally, the
assessment could give insight to potential impacts of a products life, in this case of the studied SBP.
In recent years, LCA has proven to be a valuable tool for assessing the potential environmental impacts
for the seafood industry (Song et al., 2019). The application of LCA to seafood supply chains has
demonstrated some previously unassessed environmental impacts of fisheries and aquaculture, leading
to new insights into the environmental impacts of seafood products, such as those related to greenhouse
gases, toxic emissions, eutrophication, and land use (Song et al., 2019).
2.3.1 Goal and scope
In new product development, LCA is often used in early stages to assess the environmental impact.
This is followed by the supply chain network design (Bergerson et al., 2020; Cooper & Gutowski, 2020).
For this research, (new) application can be benchmarked against a competitor product to estimate and
compare the environmental potential impact of both scenarios (Collado-Ruiz & Ostad-Ahmad-Ghorabi,
2010). The group of interest are the processers of farmed Atlantic salmon or similar species, as well as
any stakeholders involved that wish to gain insight in the utilisation of BP.
The following products are compared in the attributional life cycle assessment:
1. Utilisation of Atlantic Salmon by-product (SBP)
2. Competitor product (CP)
SBP is a utilisation that can be produced with the use of salmon BP. The decision on the exact product
was made using the decision-criteria analysis and are explained in the results (Chapter 5). The CP is a
product that serves as a competitor of the SBP and is, again, determined by the decision-criteria
analysis. To ensure comparability in attributional life cycle assessment, the assumption is that the CP is
a by- (co-) product.
Additionally, a baseline scenario (BL) is evaluated to assess the feasibility of the SBP. This is not part
of the attributional life cycle assessment because this approach adopts a comparison of two studied
products. Still, the BL is included in the study to serve as a benchmark tool with the aim to analyse the
SBP with a current utilisation of salmon BP. This scenario is a current utilisation from salmon BP and
already produced on a large scale. The most suitable process of the BL is extracted from SimaPro. This
means that a production process of the BL is chosen with similar system boundaries that allows for a
fair comparison between a current and new salmon BP utilisation (BL and SBP). The same impact
assessment method is used as in the LCA (comparison of SBP and CP) in order to, again, allow a fair
comparison between products.
2.3.2 Modelling approach
The LCA uses the attributional approach with the aim to describe the environmentally relevant physical
flows to and from a life cycle and subsystems. It describes the pollution and resource flows within a
chosen system attributed to the delivery of a specified amount of the functional unit (Rebitzer et al.,
2004). In this approach, co-product allocation is used. The allocation strategy (physical) is described
later in this chapter. The chosen functional unit was ‘1 kg of product utilisation of Atlantic salmon byproduct (SBP) leaving the factory gate’.
The LCA is based on different scenarios with the aim to compare the environmental impact related to
the allocated shares of activities that have contributed to the production, for the compared products
(SBP, BL). Tracing the specific aspect of the product back to the contributing processes, is relevant as
it discovers for each product specifically their environmental burden for that specific product. These two
products then can be compared, and this creates knowledge on the environmental impact of the SBP,
the potential utilisation for salmon BP. From this point, the attributional life cycle assessment is referred
to as ‘LCA’.
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The LCA is carried out in agreement with the ISO standards (ISO, 2006). This study used a cradle-togate assessment LCA. This assessment evaluates a product life cycle from resource extraction to the
factory gate (before transported to the consumer) and therefore a large part of the processes along the
supply chain. The first stages within this assessment (cradle-to-waste) is done by analysing the
production chains, followed by the final stage (waste-to-gate) by assessing the utilisation of SBP.
Additionally, a comparison can is done with a current utilisation that is currently widely produced. This
is a separate analysis and does not follow the approach of the LCA. This could provide a better view on
the environmental impact of similar products in the market and creates knowledge for decision-making
on the feasibility of SBP utilisations.
2.3.3 Data inventory
The data necessary to perform the LCA is found by using mostly literature data that is available, statistics
per country that needs investigation and from the database SimaPro 8.5.2.0 (hereafter referred to as
‘SimaPro’).
2.3.4 Impact assessments
In this phase the quantified emissions from LCI are translated to environmental impacts. This study
focused on displaying results expressed in Global Warming potential (GWP). That means a weighted
sum of emissions contributing to the global warming according to the most recent IPCC guidelines
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change of the United Nations) using the 100 years perspective
(Myhre et al., 2013). GWP is a midpoint indicator, an estimate of emission intensity (Plevin, Delucchi, &
Creutzig, 2014).
The study is limited to one impact category:
-

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, with a 100 year perspective, measures in kilos of CO₂
(carbon dioxide) equivalents (Myhre et al., 2013)

The characterization, where the emission is evaluated to find out how much the contributes is to an
environmental impact, is climate change. The substances that contribute to an impact category are
multiplied by a characterization factor that expresses the relative contribution of the substance. For
example, the characterization factor for CO2 in the Climate change impact category can be equal to 1,
while the characterization factor of methane can be 25. This means the release of 1 kg methane causes
the same amount of climate change as 25 kg CO2. The total result is expressed as impact category
indicators (formerly characterization results)
2.3.5 Methodologies in SimaPro 8.5.2.0
The method that was used in SimaPro is the single issue, IPCC 2013 GWP 100a. This method was
developed by the IPCC and contains the climate change factors of IPCC with a timeframe of 100 years
(SimaPro 9.0, 2019).
2.3.6 Physical allocation of the by-products
Physical allocation of the BP (or co-products) is used in case of multifunctional processes, where
environmental load is divided among co- or BP. The allocation issue is important as it influences the
result of a the product utilisation (Schau, Ellingsen, Endal, & Aanondsen, 2009). Therefore, allocation is
applied in this research.
For both production streams, more than one product is produced and therefore it is necessary to break
down the environmental impacts of the process assessment between products. Physical allocation
strategy was chosen for this case. In the case of Salmon, the BP represent 41.5% of the total weight of
the salmon. Stevens (2017) highlights that 15% of the salmon BP is allocated for human consumption.
This means that only 6.225% from the total weight of the salmon currently is allocated for human
consumption. For that reason, the impact assessment is adjusted.

2.4 Inventory assumptions
Although the final processes can only be estimated after the decision making on SBP, CP and BL, it is
necessary to predict transport and production processes that are used. As an example, a current and
widely used production process for salmon is used, namely fish meal. This is a product that is made
predominantly from salmon BP. A conventional fish meal process can be found in figure 2.1. The
7

assumption is that these processes are often used in fish product production, hence also for the
utilisation of SBP.

Figure 2.1 Conventional fish meal process
(Pigott & Tucker, 2003)

The data for the life cycle inventory is relevant to predict, with respect to the goal and scope. Attributional
life cycle assessment describes the average environmental burden, for example the electricity system
per unit of electricity delivered. Therefore, the life cycle inventory (Table 2.1) described the average data
for the relevant geographical area. It represents average data covered by the area that is considered.
Although the life cycle inventory is most likely changing, as soon as the final details of the three products
(SBP, CP, BL) are certain, processes are already defined in table 2.1. Assumptions on energy
requirements are found in SimaPro. The processes are defined with respect to the functional unit. Final
calculations and processes are finalised and presented in the results (Chapter 5).
Table 2.1 Preliminary life cycle inventory table of fishmeal production

Life cycle inventory
Fish storage

Energy process
Electricity

SimaPro process chosen
Electricity, low voltage {NL} electricity
transformation from medium to low voltage
Alloc Rec, S (hereafter: Electricity, low voltage)

Cooking

Electricity

Pressing

Electricity

Electricity, low voltage {NL} electricity voltage
transformation from medium to low voltage
Electricity, low voltage {NL} electricity voltage
transformation from medium to low voltage
Natural gas boiler atmospheric burner < 100KW S

Centrifugation

Electricity

Electricity, low voltage {NL} electricity
transformation from medium to low voltage

Drying

Electricity
Heating

Electricity, low voltage {NL} electricity voltage
transformation from medium to low voltage
Natural gas boiler atmospheric burner < 100KW S

Storage/handling

Electricity

voltage

Electricity, low voltage {NL} electricity
transformation from medium to low voltage
The assumptions for transport processes used can be found in Section 2.6.4.

voltage

voltage
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2.5 Comparison
The attributional life cycle assessment includes the stages (1) cradle-to-waste, followed by (2) wasteto-gate stage of the studies products. This means that the impact assessment boundaries start at the
extraction of the resource to by-product extraction (salmon by-product extraction from whole salmon).
Followed by the process of using BP and the transformation into new, useful products up until the factory
gate (e.g. fishmeal from salmon BP). The LCA assesses and compares two studied products, namely
the utilisation of salmon by-product (SBP) and the utilisation of a competitor product (CP). Both are still
to be determined by the decision-criteria in chapter 3.
2.5.1 Production process
The goal of this comparison is to create knowledge on the future feasibility of the SBP utilisation. The
assumption is that the production process of the CP is similar to the production process of SBP. The
production process that is described, refers to the production of making a utilisation from BP (stage 2:
waste-to-gate). Animal feed for livestock is an example where various ingredients can be used to
manufacture feed with the right dietary restrictions. For instance, proteins are necessary to create a
suiting diet for the animals. Salmon BP are used as an ingredient for animal feed, due to their protein
content (Arvanitoyannis & Kassaveti, 2008). This source can be substituted with plant proteins (e.g. soy
proteins), resulting into a similar diet for feed. This shows that ingredients can come from different
sources, but both generate a suitable end-product (e.g. animal feed using fish protein or plant protein).
For this reason, it is assumed that the production process of the studied products in this research (SBP,
CP) are similar and produce a similar end-product. To ensure comparability the SBP, made from salmon
by-product, and the CP, made from a different source of by-product, produce a similar end-product. The
assumption is that both sources of ingredients go through the same production process, as the two
studied products are competitors. They share the market segment and have a similar product structure,
target group, market and production process (e.g. Coca Cola and Pepsi Co).
Given the assumption described above, the production process of only one studied product is evaluated
and used in the impact assessment. This is done because the production processes are assumed to be
similar, therefore showing a similar impact assessment. Concluding that there is no need to evaluate
the environmental burden of both production processes. The production process of the salmon byproduct utilisation (SBP) is evaluated in this study and used to calculate the environmental impact. The
production process of the competitor product (CP) is not separately evaluated, yet, the production
process of SPB is used to evaluate the environmental burden of the competitor product (stage 2: wasteto-gate). This comparison is presented in figure 2.2. and shows protein ingredients from two different
sources used for animal feed. The two protein sources are used as an example to visualize the described
assumptions above.

Figure 2.2 Assumption of similar production processes SBP and CP
(Newton et al., 2014b)
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2.5.2 Production chain
As salmon BP are the focus of the study, the production chain of the utilisation of salmon by-product
(SBP) is already known (figure 2.3). They originate from a production chain that includes the farming
process of Atlantic salmon. This farming process, including primary processing steps, has a large share
on the impact assessment of the studied SBP. Meaning, that the production process for the CP, most
likely also represents a large share on the impact assessment. For that reason, it is important to evaluate
the production chain of both products, unlike the production process described in the previous section.
The comparison that is done in the LCA is illustrated in figure 2.3). By doing so, a relevant assessment
of the environmental burden of both products can be presented. The assumption was that this has a
greater effect on the results, therefore this approach evaluates both production chains (stage 1: cradleto-waste). The CP is yet to be determined as it depends on the chosen utilisation for salmon BP (SBP).
Once the competitive product is defined, the production chain, defined in the results section. It is
assumed that Atlantic salmon BP originates from processing the fillets of the salmon. The salmon is
farmed (aquaculture), slaughtered and processed to obtain the primary product (fillets) (Winther et al.,
2011).

Figure 2.3 Comparison of production chains of SBP and CP
(Winther et al., 2011)

To summarize, the LCA includes the extraction of the by-product of both products (stage 1: cradle-towaste), followed by the production process of one product (SBP) (stage 2: waste-to-gate).
2.5.3 Baseline scenario
The baseline scenario represents a current, well-know, utilisations manufactured with the use of salmon
BPs. This scenario is not part of the LCA but included in the study to analyse the future feasibility of the
SPB (figure 2.4). The aim of the study is to improve the current supply chain of Atlantic salmon. Ideally,
a feasible supply chain design can be found, and the environmental burden is equal or lower compared
to a baseline scenario. Preferably, the introduced new product has an advantage over the current
utilisation. For that reason, the baseline scenario is used as a benchmark for the assessment of the
SBP. The preliminary representation of the comparison between BL and SBP can be found in figure
2.4.
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Figure 2.4 Comparison of production process SBP and BL
(Newton et al., 2014b)

2.6 Supply chain design and optimization
The process of developing a supply chain design for the SBP exists out of three steps: (1) data
collection, (2) modelling, (3) solving (Butler, Ammons, & Sokol, 2006). This study focuses on the first
step, by designing a feasible supply chain for the SBP utilisation. Often, the supply chain network is
designed after performing the LCA in early product development (Eskandarpour et al., 2015). The supply
chain is designed for the chosen SBP (Chapter 3). The supply chain designed for the SBP has the aim
to study and assess its future feasibility.
To optimize the supply chain that fits the chosen scenario, logistical parameters are necessary to
determine the multi-echelon supply chain network. The locations from raw salmon BP (supply) to the
client that uses the final product (SBP) needs to be defined, together with an environmental analysis on
transport routes and modes. Meaning that this chapter defines possible designs for the utilisation of
SBP, while taking into considerations the network and transportation impacts. This was done by
1. Assessing potential processing areas, taken in consideration that the by-products need to be
food-grade standard (supply)
2. Assessing potential market area for the SBP utilisation (demand)
3. Assessing which modes of transport are required, taking in consideration characteristics of the
chosen scenario (supply to demand)
4. Assessing how many trips are required, taking in consideration final composition of the chosen
scenario (supply to demand)
The supply chain design incorporates several stages, starting at the origin of salmon BP and ends in
the potential market area. This can be defined as a four-echelon supply chain network. A preliminary
design from supply to demand can be found in figure 2.5. The chain is based on the known supply and
demand stages. From there, the stages in between are designed in the preliminary supply chain. The
amount of salmon suppliers, production plants, European hubs and potential clients (in potential market
areas) need to be defined.

Figure 2.5 Preliminary supply chain design of SBP
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2.6.1 Aquaculture and processing of salmon (supply)
The design starts by transporting salmon BP from their processing plant and this represent the first
location. Salmon BP is used as input for the SBP utilisation, thus is included as the first stage in the
design (stage 0). With the use of literature on the origin of salmon BP and statistics on aquaculture,
slaughtering and processing locations, the processing locations of salmon BP are defined.
2.6.2 Potential market area (demand)
The final stage in the chain is where the potential market area for SBP is located (stage 3). An area with
potential clients that are interested in the product. For this final stage, an average number of assumed
kilometres in the chain is estimated, hence the final customer area can be reached. From a large
European logistic hub, where intermodal transportation is possible, several final clients can be reached
by transporting this average number kilometres. This estimation is established by defining one final client
for the product. It is assumed that this potential client has its own accessible and strategic location with
the intention to further move goods around Europe. Either a local point in the distribution network or the
location of strategic warehouse location. Thus, the number of kilometres to this strategic location is taken
as benchmark for the final stage in the supply chain design. Given the supply and demand for the SBP
utilisation, the necessary stages that are necessary to complete the chain are outlined next.
2.6.3 Potential processing areas for SBP utilisation
Potential processing areas need to be defined, as this is the second location in the design (stage 1). To
determine a fitting location, two designs are sketched that help with the optimization of the chain. By
assessing two distinctive networks, one can be chosen as preferred design based on its (dis)advantages
given the BP supply and product characteristics. The start network was designed using literature and
statistics on aquaculture locations and processing plants in Europe, to define potential production plants
for the utilisations of SBP. From there, European network routes and logistics hub were analysed using,
again, literature and statistics. These include European hubs, most likely ports, where intermodal
transport is possible, taking in mind the good that is transported (stage 2).
2.6.4 Mode of transport
Salmon BP needed to be transported from their origin, to the potential processing plants for the SBP
production. It is assumed that the products are transported in a twenty-foot equivalent unit (TEU) of
cargo capacity. This is a standardized-sized container that is chosen as it allows easy intermodal
transportation between ships, trains and trucks. The payload of this unit is 24,850 kg (approximately
25,000kg). This is in line with the study from Winther et al. (2011) who point out that frequently used
lorries used in fish export (in Norway) are trucks that have a limit to around 24 tonnes. These models
are Volvo FH and Scania R500 (Winther et al., 2011).
Salmon by-products
It is already defined that the first stage in the supply chain design includes transport from the fish
processing plants to the potential production plants for the SBP utilisation. Yet, the exact location of the
origin of the BP is to be determined in the research context. Literature in cooperation with statistics on
aquaculture in Europe, construct areas in where the supply of salmon BP is located, thus what transport
mode can best be used. The final decision on the modes of transport used can best be made once the
network and the final product are defined. Yet, the most distinct modes of transport given the focus of
this research can already be defined. It is assumed that, most likely, road and water transport are used
to travel goods within Europe, as this thesis only focuses on the European area.
Road transport
The two options that are considered are transport by truck and train. These two modes of transport are
both feasible for transport within Europe, while considering the already known goods that need to be
transported.
If trucking is considered while defining the goods and supply chain design, the following process from
SimaPro can be used in the assessment: Transport, truck >20t, EURO3, 80%LF, empty return/GLO
Energy, considering 80% full load capacity. And for transport by train: Transport, freight train, diesel,
bulk, 80%LF, hilly terrain, default/GLO Energy. The processes are used to estimate the impact of
transport in the supply chain network. Details on the transport inputs can be found in SimaPro 8.5.2.0.
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Water transport
The transport via water ways is done within Europe, therefore short sea shipping is assumed. This
affects the size of the vessel; hence the following process can be used in the assessment: Transport,
sea ship, 5000 DWT, 80%LF, short, default/GLO Energy. The final decision on the mode of transport
are made while defining the potential supply chain of the SBP utilisation. This because each product
has an individual structure, packaging requirements and shelf-life when transported.
2.6.5 Yield sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis is carried out for yield variability. Due to uncertainty of yield, the analysis is
specifically carried out for the yield of the final product that is to be transported within Europe. This study
analyses the future feasibility of an utilisations from salmon BP. For that reason, it is assumed that this
specific utilisation is not yet produced widely or on a large scale. That gives reason to believe the yield
of production is uncertain when produced on larger scale, e.g. yield variability is likely. It is required to
estimate the (future) yield considering this influences the supply chain design. For instance, it can have
impact on the amount of product that is to be transported, the mode of transport or the total amount of
trips from supply to demand.
2.6.6 Environmental analysis using SimaPro
The environmental impact of transport in a seafood supply chain is difficult to measure. It depends on
several factors, such as production and distribution cost, mode of transport, requirement for the
transportation (Denham et al., 2015). Frozen fish has different requirement compared to fresh salmon,
and this also affects the maximum length of transportation (Denham et al., 2015). With the use of the
SimaPro database the best possible estimation for transportation impact was carried out. In this impact
assessment, the aspects described above are taken into consideration. These are the amount of km’s
transported, requirements of transported good, mode of transport, number of trips and yield variability.

2.7 Preliminary system boundaries
After establishing the preliminary supply chain design used for this research, assumptions can be made
on the system boundaries of the LCA. The cradle-to-gate system boundary can be found in figure 2.6.
First, the preliminary system boundary needs to display the production chain (cradle-to-waste) of SBP
and CP, however the production chain of SBP is illustrated. This is because the production chain for
SBP can already be defined, as this study knows it focuses on the supply of salmon BP (Winther et al.,
2011). The specific production chain for CP has not yet been defined and is therefore not illustrated.
Second, the preliminary system boundaries display the production process of SBP (waste-to-gate). As
discussed earlier, it was assumed that the production process of SBP and CP are similar. For that
reason, the system boundary only displays the production process of SBP as the production process of
CP is not analysed. This completes the system boundaries for the LCA (cradle-to-gate), that includes
the production chain of SBP and CP and the production process of SBP.

Figure 2.6 Cradle-to-gate system boundary
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3 RESEARCH CONTEXT
3.1 Atlantic salmon
3.1.1 The share in aquaculture
Atlantic Salmon is one of the most important farmed fish species, exceeding 1,000,000 tonnes global
production. This species constitutes over 90 percent of the farmed salmon market and over 50 percent
of the total global market (FAO, 2019). Wild Atlantic Salmon are found in the North Atlantic, both in the
European and North American sides, and around North Atlantic Islands. Atlantic Salmon was first farmed
around 1960s in Norway and was the start of salmon farming or aquaculture. It expended in Scotland,
Ireland, Faroe Island, Canada Chile and Australia (FAO, 2019). Figure 3.1 shows that the already high
value of Atlantic salmon has increased by 23 percent, measured from 2007 until 2016 in Europe. The
value of Atlantic Salmon represents almost 25 percent of the total (in terms of euros). It also represents
around 15 percent of the total tonnes produced (Eurostat, 2019). Like general aquaculture, Atlantic
salmon farming has experienced similar challenges linked to environmental issues and has long been
controversial. Salmon is a species that require a highly nutritional diet and a wide range of ingredients
are needed (Newton et al., 2014a). Therefore, the amount of feed the species need is criticized. Other
effects on the environment, due to salmon farming, use of chemical and pesticides against disease
outbreaks, water pollution due to the feed and loss of genetic diversity (due to escapees) (Asche, Roll,
Sandvold, Sørvig, & Zhang, 2013).

Figure 3.1 Composition of farmed species in the EU by value
(EUMOFA, 2013, page 102)

3.1.2 Norway
When studying the aquaculture market in Europe, Norway is one of the countries that is particularly
involved in aquaculture practises. Norway is the largest producers of Atlantic salmon, producing
1,322,325 tonnes in 2016 (FAO, 2019). This is approximately 93% of the total aquaculture production
in Norway, making Atlantic Salmon the most important farmed species. That is why, this study could
include Norway as a starting point for further research in the supply of salmon BP.
3.1.2 Industry processing
Figure 3.2 shows the fraction of BP from the species Atlantic salmon, which is approximately 41.5% of
the total wet weight. General processing of Atlantic salmon consists out of two major steps. First, the
primary processor, the fish are gutted and packaged to produce heat-on-gutted (HOG) salmon.
Normally, this process generates two types of BP: the viscera (guts) and blood. This HOG salmon is the
primary products and continues to the second step in processing, namely, to the secondary processer.
During this step, the HOG salmon is processed to produce the primary product: fillets. The fillet is seen
as the product that generates the highest income. This process generates BP such as the heads,
frames, trimmings, belly-flaps, and skins (Stevens, 2017).
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Figure 3.2 Atlantic salmon by product fraction as percentage of Total Wet Weight
(Stevens, 2017)

3.2 Value of Salmon by-products
Atlantic salmon BP are highly nutritional and consist of high protein content, vitamins and oils (Mbatia,
2011) and therefore have a great potential to be valorised for various applications and products. Table
3.1 displays the valuable components that fish BP consist of and their current utilisations (Stevens et
al., 2018).
Table 3.1 Atlantic salmon by-products components and use
(Stevens et al., 2018)

By-products
Heads

Frames
(bones, flesh,
fins)
Belly Flaps &
Skins
Trimmings

Viscera
(guts)
Blood
Mortalities

Valuable Components
proteins, peptides, lipids, collagen,
gelatine, minerals including calcium,
flavour
proteins, peptides, lipids, collagen,
gelatine,
minerals
including
calcium, flavour
collagen, gelatine, lipids, proteins,
peptides, minerals, flavour
proteins, peptides, lipids, enzymes
such as lipases
proteins, peptides, lipids, enzymes
such as lipases
proteins, peptides, lipids, thrombin &
fibrin
proteins, peptides, lipids, collagen,
gelatine, calcium and other minerals,
flavour

Current Uses
food, fish meal, fish oil, food grade
hydrolysates, animal grade hydrolysates,
pet food, nutraceuticals, cosmetics
food, fish meal, fish oil, food grade
hydrolysates, animal grade hydrolysates,
pet food, nutraceuticals, cosmetics
food, fish meal, fish oil, cosmetics,
nutraceuticals, leather, fuel, fertilisers
food, fish meal, fish oil, food grade
hydrolysates, animal grade, hydrolysates,
pet food
food, fish meal, fish oil, food grade
hydrolysates, animal grade, fuel, fertilisers
fuel, fertilisers, therapeutants
fuel, fertilisers, animal feed (fur animals)

Currently fish BP predominantly utilised for production not meant for human consumption. Products such
as animal feed, aquafeed, fish oil and fertilizers (Milovanovic & Hayes, 2018). These generate low profit
of roughly 50 USD per tonne (Arvanitoyannis & Kassaveti, 2008). From a sustainable, nutritional and
economic perspective, the BP utilisation could be improved. This could be done by analysing high-value
product scenarios, where salmon BP are used as inputs. But first it is important to define what the
potential application are and when they can be classified as ‘high-value’. The following sections highlight
the potential of BP, from several perspectives.
3.2.1 Economic potential of Atlantic salmon by-products
Recent research in Scotland focused on what fish BP are currently used for, together with actual
economical value of the processors for utilizing Atlantic salmon BP (Stevens, 2017). In figure 3.3 an
overview of these results can be found. The study estimated the number of BP (trimmings, head, etc.),
the amount reported and then allocated them to the various methods of utilisations.
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These methods of utilisations are divided in three main categories and the current amount of the salmon
BP used in the categories are mentioned:
-

For food: domestic and international markets (15 % of total by-products),

-

For feed: pet food, hydrolysates protein, fish oil, and fish meal (75 % of total by-products)

-

For fuel and fertilisers: biogas and fertilisers (10 % of total by-products)

They reported the highest value to be made by processors when utilising for food, earning between
£2000 to £9000 per tonnes. The outcome for lowest value was assigned when using it for fuel and
fertilisers, namely a value of between - £99 to £14. It is important that processing BP is an interesting
investment for many stakeholders in the aquaculture chain, thus it is important to consider the economic
value of salmon BP, by allocating these to more beneficial applications. Clearly, what can be seen from
figure 3.3, is that allocating Atlantic salmon BP to be processed for food applications, both in local and
export markets, has a great potential and increases the economic value of the BP. It could be interesting
for stakeholders involved to make strategic decision on the processing and utilisation of fish BP.
3.2.2 Environmental, economic and nutritional value
From the previous section we can conclude that the economic value of Atlantic salmon BP is the highest
when allocated to food. To analyse the value of a recovered product, another approach considers an
environmental sustainability of the value chain. This perspective looks at a value-pyramid that prioritises
waste treatment actions based on environmental sustainability.
In a study from the European Court of Auditors (2016) suggests that the top three actions are to prevent,
donate or use for animal feed. After that comes recycling, other recovery and disposal (European Court
of Auditors, 2016, page 10). Related to this is an article of Stevens et al. (2018), that has combined
several studies, including the waste value-pyramid, and designed a Food Recovery Hierarchy for fish
BP (figure 3.4). This hierarchy describes strategic ways to use fish BP, with the highest tier being most
preferred. This hierarchy describes value from two perspectives: (1) Economical value, in terms of
money, and (2) Nutritional value, in terms of food output. The authors used the hierarchy together with
their economic calculations, summarized in the previous section, to research two scenarios on how to
optimize the use of fish BP using the same resources. The goal is to increase the value and thereby
allocating the biomass to different markets and application uses. For example, a way to increase both
values (economically and nutritional) is by allocating the BP application from a lower tier to the upper
tiers in the hierarchy. For example, changing the use of BP from animal feed to human applications,
such as protein powders or salmon oil supplements. The main goal of the study is to show the potential
of allocating fish BP to production of high-value products.
These high-value products are products that increase the value of BP economically and nutritionally.
They maintain a food-grade standard and maximise their use in human consumption. These can be
allocated to the domestic and international markets, and used for a variety of product streams, in human
consumption and for pharmaceutical purposes, they are most preferred because of the high value and
diversity that the BP can be transformed into. Using salmon BP for high value consumables for human
consumption (second tier), various products can be produced such as protein powders and
hydrolysates, salmon oil supplements, collagen supplements, and niche products like salmon leather or
pharmaceutical products extracted from salmon blood. Analysing the two scenarios in the study (value
and food output), the authors outline the ability for the aquaculture industry to produce more food and
value from the same amount of resources. (Stevens et al., 2018). The authors calculated that the
economic value of BP can be increased by 803%. The nutritional value increases by 61% (Stevens et
al., 2018). The value increases using the same amount of resources and therefore has a positive impact
on the sustainability in the aquaculture chain. Aquaculture BP must be included to improve the
sustainability, as the industry can further advance in making a better use of the entire fish and realise
the advantages available (Stevens et al., 2018).
Analysing the potential of salmon BP from an economical, nutritional and environmental perspective, it
is essential that the biomass should maintain food-grade standards. Then, it can be used for a variety
of applications for human consumption, pharmaceutical purposes and markets.
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3.3 By-products as part of the sustainable improvement
Figure 3.3 Utilisation of by-products in Scotland (2015)
Source: J. Stevens, 2017, page 18

An article from Stevens et al. (2018) recommended the extension of the Fish in, Fish out method (FI:FO),
in order for a better utilisation of BP that will contribute to sustainable development of the industry
(Stevens et al., 2018). FI:FO originally was designed to highlight the use of marine ingredients in
aquaculture feeds. Moreover, it was needed to create awareness of the use of marine ingredients and
identifying species and systems to highlight where their use was inefficient (Stevens et al., 2018).
Findings, using the FI:FO method, showed that the aquaculture industry need to reduce fish as input for
aquafeed and to implement: “more ecologically sound management practises” (J. R. Stevens et al.,
2018, page 3).
The recommended extension of FI:FO stimulates the improvement of both resources use upstream and
downstream, as currently downstream practises were not considered. The extra step seen from figure
3.5, is visualised as the practises outside of the black box. The authors also call it: ‘Thinking outside the
box’. This metric highlight that BP must be included to improve the sustainability of the aquaculture
chain, which is linked to the Food Recovery Hierarchy for Fish BP. As already mentioned, changing the
usage of BP with the same amount of resources, benefits the environment. That said, a change in usage
means also mean a change in processing to produce a different end-product. A critical analysis on the
environmental impact on the supply chain, including processing steps, should be included. It could well
be that the new utilisations become less desirable due to high impact on global warming caused by the
production process, when comparing it to the current ways of utilisation.
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Figure 3.4 Food Recovery Hierarchy for Fish By-Products
(Stevens et al., 2018)

3.3.1 Challenges in utilisation of fish by-product
Reuse and valorisation of fish BP is a key process for marine resources conservation, where this waste
reduction strategy recovers marketable BP instead of it ending up as landfill (Arvanitoyannis &
Kassaveti, 2008; Lopes et al., 2015; Stevens et al., 2018). Yet, it is challenging for the stakeholders in
the industry to more efficiently benefit from fish BP, due to several reasons. In Europe, leading countries
in aquaculture, Norway and Denmark, have high research and development in seafood processing and
waste treatment plants (Karadeniz & Kim, 2013; Ramírez, 2007). Other parts of Europe, issues arise
when it comes to utilising fish BP. They do not have well-established waste treatment plants, which
suggest that there is a knowledge gap between countries in Europe (Karadeniz & Kim, 2013; Wu &
Bechtel, 2008).
Challenges for processing plants
An industry perception survey in Scotland showed that many of the stakeholders are uncertain to the
actual value of BP, and how they can be best utilised (Stevens, 2017). For BP to maintain a food-grade
standard, a few critical measures need to be achieved. First, quality assurance by means of quick
refrigeration or freezing. The ability and resources to process salmon BP or refrigerate volumes of them
are most of the times not available, especially at smaller (remote) processing plants. This results into
BP being discarded as it affects the quality and results into quick deteriorate of BP components
(Ravindran & Jaiswal, 2016; Wu & Bechtel, 2008). Second, BP should be managed with the same level
of care as the primary products and materials need to be kept at neutral pH, according to Hazard
Analysis of Critical Control Point (HACCP) processing standards (Pike, 1999). HACCP together with
Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) ensures that fish BP can be suitable as a source of human grade
food (Stevens et al., 2018). More development for handling a processing BP at the processing plant is
needed to realise food-grade standards BP (Rustad, Storrø, & Slizyte, 2011; Stevens, 2017). To make
BP collection attractive, large quantities are necessary that lead to an economy of scale issue for
recovery of BP. (Jackson & Newton, 2016). The industry is already squeezed between high material
costs and product price competition, with operating costs increasing. Especially the salmon production
feel high pressure, compared to other livestock species which may negatively impact the food quality,
safety and risk of disease outbreak (Marvin et al., 2019)
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Figure 3.5 Extra step on Fish in Fish out (FI:FO) metric; Thinking outside the box
(Stevens et al., 2018)

Laws and regulations
As the introduction already elaborated on (section 1.3.2), European legislation is an important aspect to
consider. The type and residual raw material from fish must be processed at appropriate BP plants. If
the material has been classified as ‘unfit for food but suitable for feed', it is processed at the appropriate
facility (by-product processing meant for humans consumption vs animals consumption). After the
residue is allocated to the facility of this classification, it can no longer be upgraded for a higher category,
as there is too much risk. If it is classified for human consumption, as much of the raw material should
be handled according to food hygiene regulations (Aspevik et al., 2017). The quality of the residue
defines what further processing options are, but also their final use for food or other applications. It all
depends on the hygiene rules for food of animal origin (European Union, 2004). The EU also
distinguishes animal BP into three separate categories, dependent on the risk and availability of the
material. EU regulations keep fishery by-product tightly controlled due to ensure health and safety
legislation to reduce the risk of public and animal health. For that reason, the utilisations of salmon BP
should acknowledge and follow the guidelines of European legislation to ensure salmon BP usage. If
not, it would be complicated to ensure salmon BP to be transformed into utilisations meant for human
consumption.
Consumer awareness
Products need to be tested with consumers to create consumer acceptance; this is critical for market
success for potential products based on ingredients from fish BP. Yet, poor product development
strategies lead to products being rejected by consumers (Marvin et al., 2019). According to the article
of Aspevik et al. (2017) there is a lack of awareness in the importance of consumer acceptance for
market success of potential products based on ingredients from new sources (Aspevik et al., 2017).
When analysing their food choices, they encounter many trade-offs between health, sustainability, origin
of the product and convenience, which is something that should be taken into consideration. Hence, for
the product development of new products of salmon BP, allocated for human consumption.
A mix of challenges have made it difficult to invest time and money on processing salmon BP. Next to
the high pressure, strict rules from the European Union make the processing of BP more challenging.
Processing the BP that fit the top two tiers from the Food Recovery Hierarchy (Figure 3.4) demands
time, money and could be labelled as difficult. Yet, investing in BP also created opportunity to better
make use of all parts of the fish and researching how to reduce the pressure on the costs. Further
improvements that could boost improvement are a greater transparency on current use and future
possibilities of BP (Newton et al., 2014a; Ramírez, 2007; Stevens, 2017; Stevens et al., 2018).
Awareness on more efficient use of BP, both with the industry and consumers, could have a positive
impact on new product development. EU policies on BP utilisations are also suggested to create
knowledge and make the Atlantic Salmon BP utilisations attractive (Stevens, 2017; Stevens et al., 2018).

3.4 By-product scenarios
Literature provided the base for the decision-making of a product as many studies highlight the valuable
components in salmon BP, hence many studies have investigated potentially successful products.
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Section 3.2 and 3.3 highlighted the values of salmon BP. The combination and findings from the Scottish
case study, the food recovery hierarchy and the FI:FO metric, contributed to defining the classification
‘high-value’. BP utilisations can increase economic, nutritional or environmental value by:
-

Allocating products from a low tier to an upper tier in the food recovery hierarchy
Allocating products to become available for human consumption and pharmaceutical purposes
Changing the usage of BP is connected to the inclusion of by-product recovery in the
sustainability dialogue for aquaculture. Hence, analysing the entire supply chain of the fish

This classification can be used to support the decision-making; For that reason, this chapter further
investigates the possible BP scenarios.
3.4.1 Product groups
There are many books and authors who describe numerous utilisations made from BP. The selection
below describes six product ranges, of which products fit the ‘high-value’ classification as described
above. For example, Collagen made from fish BP, can be used in cosmetic products, pharmaceutical
products or as food ingredients (improvement of elasticity, consistency or stability) (Olsen et al., 2014).
1
2
3
4
5
6

Fermented fish products
Minced fish products
Surimi based products
Hydrolysed fish products
Gelatine and Collagen
Marine peptides

An overview of all six product ranges and the associated literature sources can be found in Appendix A.
To continue, the decision-criteria will be used to find the potential by-product scenario (SBP) that this
study will further investigate. Preferably, the utilisations of SBP that is chosen, has an advantage over
other scenarios when considering the decision-criteria.
One important literature finding, is that many studies highlight the valuable components in salmon BP,
hence many studies have investigated potentially successful products. Section 3.2, table 3.1 already
gave an overview of the important components and potential uses for salmon BP. This led to the focus
on a more concrete market segments where salmon BP are suitable for, namely, the protein and food
ingredient market. This, due to their amino acids compositions (proteins, peptides, minerals, collagen)
(Brooks MS, 2013; Clemente, 2000; Rustad et al., 2011) and their functional properties (gelling, foaming
and water holding capacity, oil absorption and gelling activity) (Brooks MS, 2013; He, Franco, & Zhang,
2013; Shavandi, Hou, Carne, McConnell, & Bekhit, 2019).
The primary products of the fish are already widely consumed due to its high protein content, low
saturated fat and containing omega fatty acids for good health (Ikem & Egiebor, 2005; Newton et al.,
2014a). Moreover, fish peptides are connected to health-related benefits such as reducing risk in cardiovascular diseases and exist out of vitamins and minerals that contribute to productivity (Ananey-Obiri,
Matthews, & Tahergorabi, 2019a). Therefore, salmon BP are a fit to become many different utilisations
due to their properties and protein composition. With this information, the decision was made to dig
deeper into the mentioned markets and their related products.
Analysing and connecting products that focus on utilising the salmon BP for their excellent properties
and protein composition, with the focus on specific markets for proteins or food ingredients, several
studies suggest two high-potential products: fish protein hydrolysates and fish gelatine. Fish protein
hydrolysate is a pure form of protein, that is extracted from the BP. This is an excellent product that can
be used in many applications in the protein market (Ananey-Obiri, Matthews, & Tahergorabi, 2019b;
Arnesen & Gildberg, 2007; Tone Aspevik, 2016). Fish gelatine can be used as an ingredient in the food
market to improve the properties of food products (Fatih & Se-Kwon, 2014). It can be used for many
different applications such as confectionary, gelatine in meats of desserts or clarification of beverages
and juices (Ananey-Obiri et al., 2019a).
In the following paragraph the analysis on fish protein hydrolysate and fish gelatine are discussed in
detail, describing the findings based on the decision-criteria. Based on the analysis, a decision is made
on which SBP is used for the impact assessment and supply chain design optimization.
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3.5 Finding decision criteria
3.5.1 Fish protein hydrolysate (FPH)
Fish protein hydrolysate (FPH) is already readily availble, however, mostly not for human applications.
Literature suggests that with this new function and application the industry can be enable advanced
value-added processing technology (He et al., 2013), has a high commercial value and is one of the
most efficient ways of utilizing fish material (Ananey-Obiri et al., 2019a). FPH is rich in essential amino
acids that are available in the BP, and these are the building blocks of protein (Aspevik et al., 2017).
There are 16-18 amino acids present in fish proteins. They can be produced from fish protein by
enzymatic or chemical processing and the final composition of FPH is most known in the form of a
powder (Guerard, Fabienne, 2011; Petrova et al., 2018b). Hence, due to good nutritional value, amino
acid balance and high digestibility and quick uptake, this product has a lot of potential for various
applications (Ramírez, 2007). The main goal of this process is to increase the protein recovery and yield
of valuable components of salmon (Tone Aspevik, 2016). With the aim of creating a high value-added
product, the enzymatic hydrolysis is preferred over chemical processing. This process holds a promising
future for FPH production mainly due to efficient protein recovery and maintaining the nutritive value of
the product (Kristinsson & Rasco, 2000; Petrova et al., 2018b)
Percentage used
This product can be made from both fish and fish BP (individual or mix) (Petrova et al., 2018b).
Especially salmon head and backbones are an excellent source or FPH production, but frames,
trimming, muscle, skin, viscera and fins are suitable (Ananey-Obiri et al., 2019a; Halim, Yusof, & Sarbon,
2016). For that reason, various BP (individual or mix) are used as the main ingredient for FPH
production. This suggest that FPH consists predominantly out of salmon BP. Further additions to
produce FPH are water and enzymes.
Market gap
FPH can be used in many applications, due to its functional properties and the presence of amino acids
and proteins. The functional properties enable FPH to be used as emulsifier, oil binding capacity,
foaming agents or for gelling properties, therefore can be used as an ingredient for food products (He
et al., 2013; Shavandi et al., 2019). Second, the presence of amino acids and proteins makes FPH
suitable for specialized nutrition in diets (elderly, children) and for nutritional supplements (sports drinks,
protein powder, (Tone Aspevik, 2016). Meaning, this product has several strong features that can be
used in several product groups and there is reason to believe that the amount of applications will
increase coming years (Olsen et al., 2014). From the total weight of the fish, the extraction of FPH (yield)
were between 4.67% and 9.46% (Gajanan, Elavarasan, & Shamasundar, 2016a).
Competitive scenarios
Due to the very good amino acids compositions and a high digestibility of marine proteins, FPH seems
most suitable for the sports and protein market (Skjævestad, 2010). The market for sport nutrition and
products is growing with 5-7% per year (Ananey-Obiri et al., 2019a). Several protein hydrolysate
products are available, that origin from different raw material (Ananey-Obiri et al., 2019a; Rustad et al.,
2011; Sinha, Radha, Prakash, & Kaul, 2007). These are:
1. Plant protein hydrolysate made from soy, wheat starch, maize gluten, kidney bean or rice,
2. Animal protein hydrolysate made from chicken or beef,
3. Dairy protein hydrolysate made from whey or casein
Due to the health-conscious consumers, growth of whey proteins in Europe is facilitated. This concludes
that whey protein hydrolysate is the direct and largest competitor for fish protein hydrolysates. In the
protein supplement market, of which sport and lifestyle nutrition is a key part, whey proteins account for
nearly 57% of the total (Hoogwegt Group, 2019). This product is commercially available in large
quantities and moderate cost and have been marketed for several decades. The value of estimated to
be 10 times more costly than plant protein hydrolysates (Ananey-Obiri et al., 2019a). Whey protein, that
belongs in the dairy family, also have a positive consumers response. This can be seen as the main
advantage compared to other protein hydrolysates (including fish).
3.5.2 Fish gelatine
Gelatine is seen as a valuable protein derived through partial hydrolysis of collagen rich fish skin or
bones, making the process a similar one to that of FPH. Gelatine is prepared from collagen, which is a
source of protein (fish), and can be extracted using acid or alkaline processing (Newton et al., 2014a).
Fish gelatine has been produces more than 50 years (Olsen et al., 2014) and can be made salmon BP.
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The skin and bones of the fish are used for production of gelatine, resulting into a final product in powder
form (Irwandi et al., 2009). The final product has exceptional amino acid composition and functional
properties (Karim & Bhat, 2009). This last one ensures suitability in many products, due to the use as
stabilizer, emulsifier, or protective coating material. Furthermore, it improves water holding capacity,
texture, elasticity and stability in foods. (Karim & Bhat, 2009; Mahmood Lubowa Muhammad, Ariffin,
Kamilah, & Sulaiman, 2016). This makes gelatine most suitable for ingredients in food products, to
improve the properties of the products.
Percentage used
Fish gelatine has similarities with FPH; salmon skin and bones are the main ingredients to produce
gelatine. Other inputs are water and chemicals (NaOH), to complete the extraction process (Mahmood
Lubowa Muhammad et al., 2016). From the total weight of the fish, the extraction of gelatine (yield) were
between 1.71 – 3.68 % (Irwandi et al., 2009)
Market gap
Due to the functional properties of gelatine products, it can be used for many applications. Either as
ingredients in products as desserts, ice cream, dairy and bakery food, or in pharmaceutics used in the
manufacturing of capsules, coatings for tablets and skincare products (Mahmood Lubowa Muhammad
et al., 2016). It is estimated that around 1- 1.5 % of the total gelatine comes from marine products (Karim
& Bhat, 2009). Most commercial gelatine is currently sourced from pig skin (46%), bovine hides (29.4%)
and bovine bones (23.1%)(Karim & Bhat, 2009). But, it seems that there is a market for no-cow and nopork raw materials, therefore, new interests that can boost the use of marine gelatine (Milovanovic &
Hayes, 2018). As a result, marine gelatines have an advantage due to safe and religious reasons. First,
industrial production of fish gelatine is not subjected to harsh pre-treatment, due to weaker bonds in the
material. Also, high availability of fish BP is also seen as a benefit (Milovanovic & Hayes, 2018). Second,
fish gelatine can serve in the kosher, halal and Hindu-accepted products as replacement of mammalian
(porcine and cow derived products) gelatine (Shavandi et al., 2019). Moreover, the outbreak of mad cow
disease lead to health risk of using bovine-derived products (Shavandi et al., 2019).
Competitive scenarios
The largest player in the gelatine market, is gelatine form pig skin (46%) (Karim & Bhat, 2009), and
therefore can be seen as the biggest competitor for fish gelatine. As said, due to religious reasons, pig
skins are not accepted in food products by certain beliefs. Therefore, marine gelatine can be seen as
the alternative ingredients for pork gelatine in food products. The main drawback for salmon gelatine is
the gel strength and melting temperatures. Atlantic salmon is a cold-water fish, meaning the gelling and
melting temperatures are less favourable compared to main competitor; pig gelatine (Milovanovic &
Hayes, 2018). Due to lower content of imino-acids, the strength gel is lower, therefore, the gelatine has
lower melting points. This means that fish gelatine from salmon has a limited use in the food industry.
Melt-in-the-mouth property has become one of the most important characteristics in gelatine gels (Zhou,
Mulvaney, & Regenstein, 2006).
3.5.3 Outcome of decision-criteria
The products outlined above were chosen due to the important composition of the BP, therefore, both
suitable SBP utilisations. Both FPH and fish gelatine products originate from hydrolysis and can be used
for human applications or pharmaceutics. The high protein content and functional properties are aspects
that make them suitable in the mentioned markets. They have individual advantages (but also
drawbacks) over similar products in the market, therefore, proving their upcoming market potential.
Moreover, both production process ingredients consist largely out of salmon BP, making them preferable
to be further investigated.
That said, FPH was chosen of fish gelatine for further investigation in this research, based on two
aspects of the decision-criteria. The first one being the number of BP used, secondly the yield
percentage. FPH can use most parts of the salmon and BP, whereas gelatine is restricted and can only
use the salmon skin and bones (18 % of the total weight) (Ramírez, 2007; Stevens, 2017). Moreover,
the final product yield of FPH production is slightly higher compared to that of fish gelatine. This means
that FPH has a more effective production process and can utilise larger number of BP.

3.6 Production process FPH
FPH is considered as the SBP-utilisation for this study, where protein hydrolysate of whey is the CP
(competitive product). Next steps are to analyse the future feasibility of FPH, using environmental impact
assessment (CLA) followed by the supply chain design optimization. The FPH production process and
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product characterisation are necessary inputs for these upcoming steps, therefore, outlined in this
section.
3.6.1 Enzymatic hydrolysis
The main purpose of the hydrolysis process is to increase protein recovery and yield of the valuable
components of the raw material. It is the breakdown of proteins to smaller peptides and free amino acids
(Tone Aspevik, 2016). The first commercial fish protein hydrolysates were produced in the 1940s in
Sweden using a chemical process (Kristinsson & Rasco, 2000). Enzymatic hydrolysis is preferred over
chemical hydrolysis. Enzymatic processes gives less bitterness and ensures the maintain of functions
and nutritive value in the final product, whereas chemical processing results into bitterness, poor
functionalities, formulations of D-amino acids (cannot be absorbed by humans), high salt content and
formulation of toxic substances (Kristinsson & Rasco, 2000). Moreover, this process is preferred by food
manufacturers due to the availability of safe and natural enzymes (Kankanamge, Jeewanthi, Lee, &
Paik, 2015). Chemical processing is mostly used for low-value products, such as fertilizers (He et al.,
2013). This results into many improved product functions for food or pharmaceutical application. The
formation of bitter taste is a limitation for the production of most protein hydrolysates and has an impact
on the functional and sensory properties (FitzGerald & O’Cuinn, 2006). This issue is further discussed
later in this section. Figure 3.6 displays the principle processing scheme for hydrolysis using raw fish
material.

Figure 3.6 Principle scheme FPH using raw fish materials
(Petrova et al., 2018a)

Pre-treatment phase
For most cases, the raw material is properly minced and diluted with water. This allows the mixing of
the raw material (salmon) with the enzyme. The ratio of raw material and water is 1:1, resulting in an
equal amount of water and raw material. This has a great influence on the later stages, as the liquid is
most likely removed again (Kristinsson & Rasco, 2000).
The enzyme use depends on the raw material and the desired outcome of the producers. Each enzyme
has its own specificity and can give the hydrolysate different sensory characterises. Therefore it is
important that the appropriate enzyme is chosen to ensure good quality products (Hou, Li, & Zhao,
2011). Enzyme that show preferred FPH, using salmon as raw material, are Alcalase, Bromelain,
Neutrase and Flavourzyme. These are microbial enzymes, and show several advantages over animal
or plant-derived enzymes and reported most efficient in processing hydrolysates from fish proteins
(Herpandi, Huda, & Adzitey, 2011). For instance, Alcalase enzyme treatment results into a superior
protein recovery (70.6%) compared to papain or alkaline. Moreover, Alcalase scored high in nitrogen
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recovery, functional properties, nutritional value and efficient hydrolysis. This suggest that Alcalase is a
suitable enzyme that can be used in producing fish protein hydrolysate. The main drawback is Alcalase
use results into a relative bitterness (5.5) compared to seven other enzymes. The lowest score of relative
bitterness is 3.4, for the mixture of papain and bromelain. In this early stage, it is important that the fish
protein hydrolysate has the optimum product characteristics, therefore, Alcalase is still considered most
suitable. The bitterness issue is further discussed.
Hydrolysis
The hydrolysis phase exists out of three steps. First, the slurry (water and raw material mix) is added to
an reaction vessel where the hydrolysis takes place (Kristinsson & Rasco, 2000). According to Petrova
et al. (2018) the following is important for optimal hydrolysis on industrial scale: “The hydrolysators
should be constructed so, as heat is supplied to the tube shell of the tanks and, desirably, an agitation
blade is installed into the tank to mix the hydrolysate mixture for uniform temperature and chemical
distribution” (Petrova et al., 2018a, page 227). A typical hydrolysis reaction system on laboratory scale
can be found in Figure 3.7. On larger scale, this process is performed in a metallic tank, heat is supplied
to the tube shell of the tank and a blade is necessary for mixing.
This process consists of three stages of heating performed in a metallic tank (hydrolysator) with elevated
temperatures. The energy requirements are estimated with temperatures between 75–100 °C applied
for 5 - 30 minutes, as this is an average process for hydrolysis (Petrova et al., 2018b). With hydrolysators
for FPH production, heat is supplied to the tube shell of the tank and a blade is installed to mix the
hydrolysate mixtures. This is necessary for a consistent temperature and enzyme distribution in the tank.
First, the heating of raw material and water to hydrolysation temperature with energy requirements up
to 583 kJ. Secondly, the maintenance at hydrolysation temperature with energy requirements up to 3.8
kJ (Petrova et al., 2018b). Thirdly, the final heating to terminate hydrolysis with energy requirements up
to 252 kJ (Petrova et al., 2018b).
The article describes a range of energy requirement for the hydrolysation step, however exact data for
this process is lacking. This issue is further discussed in the discussion (Section 7.2).

Figure 3.7 Typical enzymatic hydrolysis reaction vessel, laboratory scale
(Kristinsson & Rasco, 2000)

The temperature is controlled and after the required temperature is reached, the pH of the slurry is
adjusted to the desired value. Processing temperature and pH is selected to optimize, depending on the
enzyme and substrate used.
Given the enzyme and substrate, any hydrolysis process involved five independent variables (Tone
Aspevik, 2016):
1. S = protein substrate concentration
2. E/S: enzyme-to-substrate ratio
3. pH
4. Temperature
5. Time
Next to the five variables described above, the degree of hydrolysis (DH) evaluates the extend of
hydrolysation. It indicates the effectiveness of the hydrolysation and is defined as the percentage of
peptide bonds cleaved. The higher the DH, the higher the protein recovery (Tone Aspevik, 2016). The
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last step in the hydrolysis is the deactivation of the enzyme and is accomplished by elevated
temperatures (75 – 100 °C) for 5-30 minutes (Kristinsson & Rasco, 2000).
Recovery phase
Most common is drying the fish protein hydrolysate to a powder in this last phase. The powder form has
an advantage over liquid forms, that can spoil quickly and are heaver and more difficult to transport.
Powder also has a longer shelf-life and can be stored for longer periods of time (He et al., 2013). This
has a direct result as the slurry must be dried to become powder. This is done by centrifugation,
optionally filtration or concentration (pre-drying treatment), and finally drying.
Centrifugation separates the fish slurry into three layers: oil, protein hydrolysate solution and a semisolid
layer. Next, filtration is an option that can be done next. Studies suggest that plate, membrane, micro,
ultra and frame filtration can be used for industrial FPH production (Pasupuleti & Braun, 2010; Petrova
et al., 2018b), but very few studies mention filtration for FPH production. Membrane filtration is also used
in whey protein production and resulted into highly purified protein products (Tetra Pak, 2003). Third,
concentration is also an optional process that can be used as a pre-drying treatment. Like filtration,
concentration is used to reduce the water content in the protein mixture, before drying. Last, drying of
FPH results into the powder form of FPH (approximate moisture content of <5%) (Abdul-Hamid, Bakar,
& Bee, 2002). Methods that can be used are freeze drying, roller drum drying and agglomerate drying
(Pasupuleti & Braun, 2010; Petrova et al., 2018b). For large scale production, literature suggest using
spray drying. This gives satisfactory productivity and high quality FPH (Petrova et al., 2018b).
The processing steps described (and displayed in figure 3.6) are the base for the life cycle assessment.
Energy requirements for these processes need to be defined, for comparison against the CP and BL.
3.6.2 Final product characteristics
Dry FPH is preferred over liquid FPH. Liquid FPH is a watering mixture, containing over 90% of
moistures (Petrova et al., 2018b). The main drawback is that drying the fish slurry to a powder form
required the removal of large amounts of water, which is a difficult and costly task (He et al., 2013;
Petrova et al., 2018b). Nevertheless, dry FPH has a huge potential to be used as a protein source for
human consumption, has a longer shelf-life and makes storage and transportation easier.
Dried fish protein hydrolysates were normally stored at a temperature of 4 °C or lower, sometimes with
vacuum packaging (He et al., 2013). Lower temperatures and removal of oxygen (air) reduce the
oxidative reaction rate of food and therefore extend the shelf life.
3.6.3 Bitterness
Using the appropriate enzyme can reduce the bitterness of FPH. Furthermore, Aspevik (2016) reports
the origin of bitterness and methods to reduce this in protein hydrolysate from salmon BP (Tone Aspevik,
2016). One method is called masking the protein hydrolysate, where additives or molecules are added
to mask the bitter taste. These methods need equipment, cost money, need further investigation and
affect the final product outcome (FitzGerald & O’Cuinn, 2006). Nevertheless, similar products in the
market faced this challenge and for that reason it is assumed that this issue can be resolved also for
bitterness in FPH.
3.6.4 Important considerations industrial production
Current publications that focus on the upscaling process of FPH mention important consideration for the
process. He et al. (2015) highlights that the purchasing cost of raw material and selling price of fish
protein hydrolysate are the most sensitive aspects that decide the return for investment. Moreover,
different parts of the fish influence the processing. The chemical composition can fluctuate between
types of BP that are used. These should be evaluated to provide effective recovery of protein (Petrova
et al., 2018b). Third, there is a need for quick transportation of BP due to the quick spoilage. As
discussed before, there is a general lack of knowledge in the value of BP. The collecting, storage and
further utilisation of BP is complicated for the industry. However, quick (cold) storage and transportation
is essential to preserve the quality of the BP and to further use them in FPH production (Petrova et al.,
2018b). Preserving the quality of the BP is also seen as one of the key factors for successful utilisation
(Rustad et al., 2011). Finally, up-scaling FPH production to industrial scale requires stable bulk fractions
that ensure a product with stable and reproducible quality (Rustad et al., 2011).
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3.7 Competitive product (CP)
Whey protein is a by-product that constitutes about 85-90% of the volume of milk used to make cheese.
It is seen as a valuable food ingredients with important nutritional and functional properties (Sinha et al.,
2007). Like marine products, much attention is focused on whey proteins. With high content of aminoacid (sulphur-containing ones) and supported antioxidant function. It can be transformed into many
useful products in the food and beverage industry, or as fuels (see appendix B). Whey also can be used
to transform into whey protein hydrolysate (WPH) with the use of hydrolysis. This product is considered
as the CP for FPH and therefore used for benchmarking the impact assessments. Similarly, to FPH,
WPH also undergoes the hydrolysis process to extract a pure form of proteins that can be used in sport
nutrition (beverages, protein powder) and food applications. In this process, different enzyme (e.g.
papain and fungal protease enzymes), temperatures or time and drying techniques might be used
(Mollea, Marmo, & Bosco, 2013; Sinha et al., 2007). The main processes are comparable with FPH
production.

3.8 Baseline scenario (BL)
Currently, BP are utilized for low-value and low-profit product production. At the same time, growing
amount of aquaculture BP demand efficient solutions due to their highly nutritional source (Petrova et
al., 2018b). On average BP utilisation generate a low profit of around 50 cents (USD) per tonne
(Arvanitoyannis & Kassaveti, 2008).
The baseline scenario needs to be a product that predominantly uses aquaculture BP and is a current
utilisation for salmon BP. Salmon BP are currently allocated to become fish meal, pig and poultry feed
and fertilizers (Section 1.3, Figure 1.1). The IFFO (2017) elaborate the fishmeal produced from BP have
an increasingly important role to play providing nutrient rich feed ingredients for pig, poultry and
aquaculture production. Fishmeal can be used in many different markets, providing nutrient rich feed
ingredients, therefore, will serve as the baseline scenario.
This baseline scenario is included in the study and used as input for benchmarking. Comparing the
GWP values of BL can give insight and knowledge on the environmental impact of enzymatic hydrolysis.
With this information a better understanding can be established on the feasibility of large scale FPH
production. If it turns out that the GWP values for producing FPH are four times higher as those of the
BL, this is a drawback for future investment in the product. To improve the sustainability of the salmon
supply chain, the BP utilisation should contribute and support this goal. By doing so, a change in the
supply chain can be assessed.
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4 SUPPLY CHAIN DESIGN
To provide more insight to the potential of the scenarios, more knowledge on changes in the supply
chain are necessary. A project from Marvin et al., (2019) studied the food chain of Atlantic salmon farmed
in Norway (Marvin et al., 2019). The goal was to identify and monitor vulnerabilities and drivers of change
for the identification of emerging risks. They mapped the salmon supply chain to identify the changes of
human and animal health hazards (Marvin et al., 2019). In their study, mapping the supply chain of the
Atlantic salmon identified new insight that occurred due to a change. A similar approach could be used
in this study, as a change of utilisation, also changes the salmon supply chain. Logistical and processing
aspects will change, which could influence the potential of the products and the environmental impact
of the chain.
This study is looking to improve high-value utilisations of BP that can contribute to lowering the overall
environmental impact of the Atlantic salmon chain. Although many utilisations have a high nutritional
and economic value, it could be useful to sketch or design the supply chain of these potential products.
Without, it would be difficult to analyse the future potential of products that use Atlantic salmon BP as
inputs. Transparency and knowledge on this matter would give stakeholder in the aquaculture industry
the push they need to make a change in their view on BP, which is the goal of this research. Therefore,
this chapter outlines the supply chain design of FPH production, including estimated volumes, yield,
potential locations in the chain and transport modes.

4.1 Volumes
It was relevant to assume on the amount of BP that could be used to produce FPH. The volume
assumption can be found in table 4.1 together with the explanation described below. This amount
changes the mode of transport that is needed, together with the number of trips that are required. A
case study on farmed Atlantic Salmon in Scotland, stated that 15% of the total amount of BP was
allocated for ‘food for human consumption’. In 2015, the total volume of reported BP in the case study
was 76,052 tonnes. The article explained that a large amount of the BP assigned for human
consumption, were transported to foreign countries; either used for direct food production or further
processed. In some of these foreign markets, BP’s had comparable prices to the fillet price.
The study further suggest that the BP have a much higher potential and greater financial opportunity in
production of goods for human consumption, also in the local markets (Stevens et al., 2018).
This study focuses on shifting BP currently used for non-human consumptions, to become available for
human consumption. Yet, due to high investment cost and strict rules & regulations, this might not be
possible in the short-term. Therefore, 15% allocation for human consumption from the case study in
Scotland was used to predict the estimated volume for FPH in this study. Taking into consideration that
the amount of produced Atlantic Salmon is lower in Scotland, the number estimated in Norway could be
larger than reported in the Scottish case.
Table 4.1 Volume allocation (tonnes) for salmon BP from Norwegian aquaculture

Volume allocation

Percentage allocation

Residual raw material
Utilisation
Allocation to
consumption
Low yield
High yield

human

Volume (kg)
401000000

91%

364910000

15%

54736500

4.67 %

2556194.55

9.46%

5178072.90

Table 4.1 shows the breakdown of volumes, that is used to predict the future supply of salmon BP for
FPH production. Richardson and Nystøyl (2017) explain that total amount of residual raw material (BP)
of Salmon and Trout was 401.000 tonnes, where 91% was utilised: 364,910 tonnes (401,000 tonnes *
0.91) (Richardsen & Nystøyl, 2017). This number is further broken down, in line with the case study in
Scotland, that state that 15% of the total amount of BP was allocated for human consumption.
Therefore, 15 % of 364,910 tonnes is allocated to become available for human consumptions, and,
used as an estimate for FPH production. This comes down to 54,736 tonnes (364,910 tonnes * 0.15).
When deciding on the product to be studied, the analysis on FPH revealed that production yield of
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FPH is uncertain and varies between 4.67 and 9.46% (Gajanan, Elavarasan, & Shamasundar, 2016b).
Meaning, of the total amount of salmon BP that is used as input for FPH production, between 4.67 and
9.46% production yield can be expected. This is an uncertainty, therefore, both yields need to be
considered and considering in the supply chain design. The uncertainty on the amount of FPH that
can be produced from salmon BP is described in the following section.
4.1.1 Uncertainty analysis
The amount of FPH that is produced ranges between 4.67 %(low yield) and 9.46% (high yield) of the
total amount of salmon BP that is used. The estimated volume of salmon BP that could be used for FPH
production, is 54,736 tonnes. That means that in the case of a low yield, approximately 2,556,171.2 kg
can be produced (54,736 tonnes * 0.0467) and for a high yield: 5,178,025.6 kg (54,736 tonnes * 0.0946.
Future yield is uncertain, and no estimates can be made regarding this. Therefore, both yield (low and
high) are included in the supply chain design. This is necessary since the yield both results in different
volumes that needs to be transported, hence, can influence the impact assessment.

4.2 Supply chain design
The four-echelon supply chain network exists out of four different stages (1) supplier of salmon BP, (2),
production plants of FPH, (3) European hubs for further distribution and (4) potential clients. The focus
of this section if to define, design and optimize all stages of the supply chain design.
4.2.1 Supply of BP
Within Europe, Norway is particularly involved in investing in aquaculture systems, hence was chosen
as the starting point and the origin for the BP supply. Statistics from Norway have documented the
number of licences running in Aquaculture, per county. This database is used to determine two possible
locations from where the raw fish material (BP) can be collected. This, together with research from Ernst
& Young (2019), who wrote an analysis about Norwegian aquaculture, determined the start of the supply
chain design. The analysis of E&Y reported information and key findings on the market together with
companies within the value chain of Norway (Ernst & Young AS, 2019). From this analysis, it seems
that a large part of slaughtering and processing happens close to the source of farming the fish
(aquaculture locations). This can be used to determine the locations where a large part of processing
happens and where, eventually, the salmon BP originates from in this research.
Statistics Norway (2020) divided aquaculture in five separate categories, where only the first category
was
used
for
this
research:
(1) Fish for food, salmon and rainbow trout
(2) Fish for food, other species
(3) Shellfish
(4) Hatcheries and fingerling, salmon and rainbow trout
(5) Hatcheries and fingerling, other species
(Statistics Norway, 2020a)
The counties with the largest number of licences running (category one) are:
- Vestland (Hordaland and Sogn og Fjordane)
- Nordland
- Trøndelag
- Møre og Romsdal
These are the four counties that have largest amount of aquaculture licences and based on these
statistics. The overview of the counties with number of licenced aquaculture locations in Norway can be
found in Appendix C. It is assumed that these counties are the highest potential for BP supply, as it is
assumed that processing plants are close to aquaculture locations. Going back to the E&Y analysis, the
segment analysis described the top (five) companies for each segment in the value chain. Two
segments that were important for locating BP fish supply are: Processing and slaughtering of fish. The
locations of all five ‘top’ companies in the chain of both segments are defined and all reported companies
were in one of the four counties above. Yet, in Vestland and Møre og Romsdal (South-Western Norway)
accounted for 8/10 company locations in the two segments. For that reason, the two counties serve as
location scenarios where BP supply originates from.
4.2.2 Potential production plants FPH: Norway
To explore the future feasibility of the FPH, the supply chain design must include an analysis on potential
production plants for FPH production. For this research, two possible areas are located. This was
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necessary to estimate the number of kilometres that the fish and final product need to travel, and to
determine the network for this product.
Norway
The country that was focused on is Norway. Norway is the leading country in high quality seafood
processing and waste treatment plants. Several EU countries are also exporting their waste, as Norway
has the technology and resources to turn them into value-added products (Fatih & Se-Kwon, 2014).
Moreover, as reported earlier, it seems that a large part of slaughtering and processing happens close
to the source of farming the fish. Norway is the largest country involved in salmon aquaculture and is
therefore a promising area for production plants for valorisation utilisation of salmon BP. Furthermore,
there is a need for quick transportation of BP in order to avoid spoilage (Petrova et al., 2018b).
To decide on more specific locations, an example of a successful collaboration between stakeholders
in the fish industry and BP utilisation is in the Iceland Ocean Cluster was used to support this decision.
As the name explains, it is a cluster with nearly 70 companies located in a common area, which makes
transport and high speed of secondary processing quicker and easier (SeaFoodSource, 2016).
Moreover, fishmeal production happens often at the same site of proximity to the fish processing plant.
From aquaculture, BP is often processed quickly into fishmeal, as this reduces the time for spoilage of
the raw material. Thus, the two counties Vestland and Møre og Romsdal are feasible locations for
production plants of FPH, as these are close to the source of the raw salmon. With the use of Google
maps, the locations of the companies in the analysis of E&Y (Ernst & Young AS, 2019) were found. An
overview of these companies can be found in table 4.2. For this study it is considered that the FPH is
made only with salmon from aquaculture in Norway and not from imports.
Table 4.2 Overview of leading slaughtering and processing companies in Vestland and Møre og Romsdal
(Ernst & Young AS, 2019)

County
Vestland

Møre og
Romsdal

Name company

City

Type of company

1

Slakteriet AS

Florø, Norway

Slaughtering

2

Viking Fjord AS

Slaughtering

3
4

Martin E Birknes Eftf AS
Sekkingstad AS

Sunde i Sunnhordland,
Norway
Byrknesøy, Norway
Skogsvåg, Norway

5

North Sea Seafood AS

Bergen, Norway

Processing

1

Pure Norwegian Seafood AS

Averøy, Norway

Slaughtering

2

Hofseth AS Ålesund

Ålesund, Norway

Processing

Hofseth AS Syvde

Syvde, Norway

Processing

Seafood Farmers of Norway
Norsk Sjømat AS

Valderøya, Norway
Stranda, Norway

Processing

3
4

Slaughtering
Processing

Processing
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Vestland

Figure
4.1
Locations
of
five
slaughteringand
Florø, Sunde i Sunnhordland, Byrknesøy, Skogsvåg, Bergen

processing

companies

in

Vestland

Figure 4.1 shows the five slaughtering- and processing companies located in Vestland, displayed in
Google maps. Bergen serves as a middle point for these locations as this is the largest transport hub in
the area. It is assumed that potential processing plants are close to the source of the salmon BP and a
transport hub. Bergen is a port for maritime transport with a sea freight transport of 10 062 174 tonnes
(measures in the 3rd quarter of 2019), with a 22% share in Norway (Statistics Norway, 2020b). The
average distance is used to estimate number of kilometres of transport from the source of the BP to the
nearest transport hub (Bergen). Thus, the average amount of kilometres between aquaculture,
slaughtering- and processing plants and potential FPH production plants and the transport hub. The
average distance from the locations to Bergen is 101 km. All routes can travel via road and one (Sunde
i Sunnhordland) by water and/or road. Which makes this area suitable for transportation of FPH to any
end location in the supply chain. Thus, Bergen serves as the transport hub from Vestland, with an
average distance to the potential production plants of 101 km via road.
Møre og Romsdal
Møre og Romsdal is the county located north of Vestland and has four more slaughtering and processing
companies with five processing locations (Figure 4.2). This county does not have a large port, such as
Bergen, yet Ålesund makes sea freight possible within this county (Statistics Norway, 2020b). This port
handled 372 759 tonnes of transport (measures in the 3rd quarter of 2019) and has a small share of
0.8% in Norway (Statistics Norway, 2020b). The average distance again is used to estimate number of
kilometres of transport from the BP supply, the potential production plant and the nearest transport hub.
In Møre og Romsdal the average distance from the three slaughtering and processing locations, to
Ålesund, is 61 km. All routes can be travelled via road, yet some routes require ferries.
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As the trips by ferry are only a small portion of the total amount of km’s travelled (< 11km), the impact
of the ferry trip is excluded and the km’s travelled by ferry is also excluded. Therefore, from the port in
Ålesund, transportation of FPH is possible to the end location of this supply chain.

Figure 4.2 Locations of five slaughtering- and processing companies in Møre og Romsdal
Ålesund, Averøy, Syvde, Stranda, Valderøy

4.2.3 To logistical hub
From the ports located in Norway (Bergen and Ålesund), the FPH is transported to a hub located in
mainland Europe. This was decided by looking at possible network from Norway to mainland Europe,
an example of the studied material can be found in Appendix D. The study assumed this is a large and
important transport hub in mainland Europe, that is stable and has the required intermodal facilities for
further transport into Europe (potential clients). The locations should also be easily accessible from the
ports in Norway. Two possibly ports that could serve as the hub to mainland Europe are the port of
Hamburg and Rotterdam. In Europe, Rotterdam is the largest port in terms of number of TEU handled,
followed by Antwerp and Hamburg (Hafen Hamburg Marketing, 2017). Short sea shipping is assumed
for sea freight transportation within Europe, and all three ports have at least a 40% share of their total
sea transports (Eurostat, 2015). Of all European Union countries, Germany handles the largest number
of containers (short shea shipping), approximately
5 418 tonnes in 2017 . For that reason, the port of Hamburg is the feasible location for shipment from
Norway to Mainland Europe (Eurostat, 2015).

4.3 Transportation to client: End point for FPH
The most important aspect to consider when defining an end station for the product, is to see where our
customers is. When comparing to the whey protein market, German, France and Spain are key drivers
in terms of growth. Also, the UK has shown a growing importance to fitness and clinical nutrition and it
is expected to boost the market (Mordor Intelligence, 2020). In recent years, a strong growth for highend protein products has been observed. Allowing a fast growth in the food nutritional sectors, such as
sports supplements and functional food (Keogh, Li, & Gao, 2019). For this research, a similar market
segment is assumed and therefore similar customer areas. From the previous analysis in literature, an
area that can be defined as interest in this segment, is North-Western Europe. Some larger companies,
such as Arla Foods, Fonterra and Friesland Campina, that are present in Europe have their focus on
the whey and lactose market (Keogh et al., 2019; Mordor Intelligence, 2020). Therefore, an assumption
was made to choose a large company that could have interest in this product. By looking at their
European hub that this company has chosen, an estimation on the average amount of kilometres can
be done. This length estimation is then used as the average amount of kilometres of transport that is
necessary to travel to potential clients that are interested in using FPH in their products (business-tobusiness).
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4.3.1 Unilever
A company that would be in line with the focus of this research is Unilever, as they critically look at CO2
reduction within the company. Either in operations, transport, production or resources, they want to grow
with their consumers interest in a sustainable way. Unilever has a mission: “to provide products that
taste good, make people feel good and are a force for good” (Unilever plc, 2020). They know the impact
their company can make through their scale and reach, and they want their brands to help address the
large scale challenged faced by the global food system (Unilever plc, 2020). The company also invest
in innovation, circular economy and creating new food categories. Their two brands, Nestlé and Danone,
are major end users of whey and lactose for their products (Keogh et al., 2019). Meaning that Unilever
brands have already a current focus on this market segment. Therefore, based on the information above,
it is assumed that Unilever could be a potential client and partner in the utilisation of FPH.
Location
One location that can serve the market segment of proteins for the sport and nutrition market, is (new)
logistical centre based in Katowice (Poland) (Unilever NV, 2009). This hub is operating a network of
regional hubs located across Europe. This location was chosen by Unilever to become the logistical
centre of Europe, due to an EU funded project to reduce the distance the trucks drive on Europe’s road.
And, accordingly, reducing the impact that Unilever’s supply chain has on the environment in the road
network in Europe (Unilever NV, 2009). This is the new basis for UltraLogistik, that manages Unilever’s
raw material and packaging transport movement to around 300 warehouses in Europe.
As described in the methods (Chapter 2), the average number of kilometres is roughly based on the
Unilever location outlined above. With the use of Google maps, the distance between the port of
Hamburg and the logistical hub of Unilever is approximately 900 kilometres (depending on the route).
This study uses this distance and assumes that this is a fair approximation to reach several potential
clients in Europe.

4.4 Scenario overview
In the supply chain, two different locations for FPH production are considered. This means, two different
scenarios are designed, where each scenario has a different starting point (two regions in Norway). An
overview of all decisions and the supply chain design can be found in table 4.3. Furthermore, two
different yields are considered (low and high yield) and for the final stage (2 – 3) both transport by truck
and train are included in the analysis. The flowchart described briefly the mode of transport, yet detailed
information was necessary as input for SimaPro, to define the best transport impact. The next section
described in detail the mode of transport chosen for all stages.

4.5 Mode of transport
The flowcharts describe several modes of transport, that either the BP or the final product FPH are
transported with. Below, the different modes that are necessary are further discussed. First, another
element that was necessary to calculate are approximate number of trips per year. It is assumed that
the products are transported in a twenty-foot equivalent unit (TEU) of cargo capacity and payload of
approximately 25,000 kg.
Salmon BP
The number of trips that are necessary to transport salmon BP is approximately 2,200 trips per year:
54,736 tonnes (364,910 tonnes*0.15) / 25,000. This is based on the amount of salmon BP available,
narrowed down to 15% of human consumption.
FPH made from Atlantic salmon
As estimated in the sensitivity analysis, there is a low and high yield possible in the future production of
FPH. As it is difficult to estimate whether production will lean towards the low or high percentage, two
possible scenarios are analysed. This, because the difference between the yields could have a large
impact as the output changes certain aspects of the logistical parameters. With the mean yield
production, approximately 156 FTL of FPH are required (3,867,098.4/ 25,000). For this analysis, both
the low and high yield are analysed and reported. For a low yield, this means approximately 103 FTL
(2,556,171.2/ 25,000) and high yield approximately 208 FTL (5,178,025.6/25,000). Transport of FPH is
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Table 4.3 Overview of supply chain designs for FPH
Route
number

1

2

Stage 0

Transported
good

Aquaculture
and
processing
Vestland,
Norway

Møre
Romsdal,
Norway

og

Stage 1

3

By-product
transformation
Bergen,
Norway

Transport
mode

Distance
to

Ålesund,
Norway

Salmon
product

by-

Truck

101

km

Salmon
product

by-

Truck

64

km

Transport
mode

Distance
to

Transported
good

Bergen, Norway

Ålesund, Norway

Stage 2

FPH

Vessel

902

km

FPH

Vessel

1156

km

low
yield
(2556194.6)
high
yield
(5178072.9)
low yield

Hamburg, Germany

Hamburg, Germany

high yield
Stage 2
Relocating to
transport hub
Hamburg,
Germany

Transported
good

Transport
mode

Distance
to

Hamburg,
Germany

10

Expected yield

Stage 3
Final client

FPH

Truck

900

km

8
9

Allocation
to
human
consumption
(15%)
Allocation
to
human
consumption
(15%)
Expected yield
(kg)

Relocating to transport hub

6

7

Stage 1
By-product transformation

4
5

Volume salmon
by-product

FPH

Train

900

km

low yield

Average distance of 900 km

high yield

Average distance of 900 km

low yield

Average distance of 900 km

high yield

Average distance of 900 km

done in stage 2 - 3, using transport via water and road. The number of kilometres that was necessary
to transport FPH is reported in table 4.3.
4.5.1 Truck
There are two points in the network where transport by truck is required, as visualized in table 4.3. From
stage 0 - 1, salmon BP is transported, and the freshness and quality of the fish needs to be ensured
with quick transport. The proposed supply chain allows quick transport between salmon processing
facilities and the potential FPH production plants can be done within a day (<101 km). Yet, due to the
uncertainty of amount of BP throughout the year and unknown amount of BP that is available, it is difficult
to determine if there is an even amount of BP available for FPH production. The authors Grimsmo &
Bliksvær (2009) explain that BP from salmon that are chilled rapidly and stored in cold (<4 degree
Celsius) can be used for the production of high-quality products, such as FPH, up to 72h (Grimsmo &
Bliksvær, 2009). This will allow the collected BP to still be used after three days and extends the shelflife of usable BP for FPH production. Frozen fish can be transported in amount of 22 tonnes fish per
lorry, in cardboard boxes with around 25 kg fish in each box (without ice) (Winther et al., 2011). So, if
the fish is stored frozen at the processing plant, the frozen fish can be transported without the need for
additional ice during transport. It is assumed that the products are transported in a twenty-foot equivalent
unit (TEU) of cargo capacity, as defined in the methods (Chapter 2). Secondly, when the FPH is
produced and shipped to the port in Europe (stage 2 -3) the FPH is again transported via truck. The best
way to store FPH, according to He et al., (2013), is at temperatures of 4 degrees Celsius, or lower. Either
in plastic containers or sometimes in vacuum packaging. Lower temperatures and removal of air reduces
the oxidative reaction rate of food, and therefore extend its shelf life (He et al., 2013). The same trucking
method is used, namely a twenty-foot equivalent unit: Transport, truck >20t, EURO3, 80%LF, empty
return/GLO Energy, considering 80% full load capacity.
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4.5.1 Train
In the last stage in the supply chain (stage 2-3) it is possible to transport FPH per train. Rail and road
are complementary modes, yet they handle good of different values. This research does not go in detail
to the actual value of FPH and is out of scope given the timeframe. Yet, it is assumed that this product
is of high value, as found by literature in the first sections of the research framework. Therefore, it can
be expected that FPH would be transported by train, hence is considered in this analysis. The process
from SimaPro that is used is: Transport, freight train, diesel, bulk, 80%LF, hilly terrain, default/GLO
Energy.
4.5.3 Vessel (ship)
Shipment is the logic option to transport FPH from Norway to mainland Europe. Firstly, due to the shelflife of FPH that makes transport via waterways possible. Secondly, the road network from Norway to
mainland Europe is a detour. Even though trucks are faster compared to ships, trucks would need to
drive longer distances compared to transport via the waterways (figure 4.3). This has advantages both
in cost and impact, as vessels can transport larger quantities (Ghiani, Laporte, & Musmanno, 2013).
The transport via water ways is done within Europe, therefore short sea shipping is assumed. This
affects the size of the vessel; hence the following process can be used in the assessment: Transport,
sea ship, 5000 DWT, 80%LF, short, default/GLO Energy.

Figure 4.3 Long-haul transportation comparison of transport modes
(Ghiani et al., 2013)
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5 RESULTS LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT
To ensure comparison between the results of environmental impact, the aim was to ensure similarity
between the system boundaries for all studied products. This chapter first illustrates the system
boundaries for all products followed by the outcome of data collection that was necessary to perform
the LCA (Section 5.1). Also, the data collection of the baseline scenario that is compared separately
with FPH is reported in section 5.2. The reason that the data collection and system boundaries is
reported in this chapter, is because the studied product were only identified in a later stage of the
research, namely in the research context (Chapter 3). Second, this chapter continuous with illustrating
the results of the performed LCA (Section 5.3). The results include fish protein hydrolysate (FPH) and
whey protein hydrolysate (WHP), including corresponding production chains. The FPH and WPH serve
as input for the LCA as discussed in chapter 2. Thirdly, section 5.4 presents the results of the production
of fishmeal (baseline scenario). This analysis of the BL illustrates the environmental burden and was
included to assess the feasibility of FPH. Finally, the inventory results of the supply chain network of
FPH are described and illustrated. This section summarizes the environmental impact of the network
routes, transport modes and locations.

5.1 Description of system boundaries and data collection
To ensure a better understanding of the future feasibility of by-product utilisations, it is valuable to
conduct environmental comparison at an early stage of the process design and production. Furthermore,
the evaluating possible supply chain scenarios helps understand the future network of such a product
and adds to understanding the future feasibility. However, some data that is needed to perform these
studies are not available at this stage. This study has tried to estimate some of the missing data and the
results are presented below. The production chain and production processes studied are supported by
the literature review on FPH (Chapter 3).
5.1.1 System boundary FPH production
The potential SBP utilisation that this study has evaluated is FPH made from Atlantic salmon BP. There
are several phases in the process of producing this product, namely:
(1) Mincing of the BP; (2) mixing with water, ratio 1:1 of by-product and water; (3) hydrolysation of the
slurry (with optimal PH) for approximately (optimal time); (4) filtration and centrifugation to obtain three
layers of substances; (5) product concentration through water evaporation by means of spray-drying to
obtain the final product. A more detailed explanation of these phases and decisions made in this study,
can be found in section 5.1.1.
Beside the production process, both transportation from the processing plants where BP originate form
and transport to the end-station (final client) is included. An overview can be found in the system
boundaries (Figure 5.1). FPH production is separately analysed in the LCA but originates from the
production chain of salmon that is included in the LCA. The production chain is discussed later in this
chapter.

Figure 5.1 System boundaries of FPH production (SBP utilisation)

5.1.2 Data collection FPH
Table 5.1 gives an overview of the inventory characteristics related to the functional unit. More details
about the processes, decision-made and limitations for each phase are further explained in this section.
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Table 5.1 Life cycle inventory of FPH production process

Phases

Energy input1

Phase 1
Mincing

Electricity

and

Water mixing, ratio 1:1
(sludge)

Chosen energy input from
SimaPro2
Electricity, low voltage {NL}
electricity
voltage
transformation from medium
to low voltage
Alloc Rec, S
(hereafter: Electricity, low
voltage)

Energy requirements
Per kg of product
0.0066 kWh
(E. Kolbe, 1990)

Water
Ratio 1:1 with fish
sludge
(He et al., 2013; Tone
Aspevik, 2016)

Phase 2
Enzymatic Hydrolysis

Enzyme
Alcalase

input:

1.5 MJ
(Nielsen et al., 2007)

(Nielsen, Oxenbøll, &
Wenzel, 2007)

Natural gas

Natural
gas
boiler
atmospheric burner < 100kW
S

Phase 1: 583 kJ
Phase 2: 3.8 kJ
Phase 3: 252 kJ
(Petrova et al., 2018b)

Phase 3
Centrifugation
(Phase
Concentration)
Phase 5
Drying

Electricity

Electricity, low voltage

0.747 kWh
(Berardy, Costello, & Seager,
2015)

4

Electricity

Electricity, low voltage

Excluded
(Petrova, 2018)

Electricity

Electricity, low voltage

4880 kJ
(Baker & McKenzie, 2005;
Petrova et al., 2018b)

Additional energy requirements
Phase 6
Electricity
Cold storage

Electricity, low voltage

0,2 MJ (per kg of stored
fish)
(Thrane, 2004)

Phase 7
Unloading at plant

Electricity

Electricity, low voltage

0.003 kWh (per kg raw
fish material)
(FAO, 2015; G. M. Hall,
2011; Williams, 2011)

Phase 8
Packaging

0.12 kg CO2-eq/kg
(Winther et al., 2011)

Phase 1 Pre-treatment phase
This energy requirement for mincing and mixing was estimated with a similar process, namely surimi
processing. Surimi is a minced product made from fish. It is taken into consideration that this source is
outdated. The amount of estimated energy requirements for this process is: 0.0066 kWh (E. Kolbe,
1990). This was used to estimate the first phase in the production of FPH.
Phase 2 Hydrolysis
This process consists of three stages of heating performed in a metallic tank (hydrolysator) with elevated
temperatures. The energy requirements are estimated with temperatures between 75–100 °C applied
for 5 - 30 minutes, as this is an average process for hydrolysis (Petrova et al., 2018b). With hydrolysators

1

This column represents the chosen energy inputs that are expected to be used in future FPH
production.
2

This column represents the energy processes used as input to calculate the impact assessment of
FPH, extracted from SimaPro 8.5.2.0. The processes were used with the expectation that similar
energy sources are used in future FPH production. Detailed information about the inputs can be found
in the database of SimaPro 8.5.2.0.
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for FPH production, heat is supplied to the tube shell of the tank and a blade is installed to mix the
hydrolysate mixtures. This is necessary for a consistent temperature and enzyme distribution in the tank.
First, the heating of raw material and water to hydrolysation temperature with energy requirements up
to 583 kJ. Secondly, the maintenance at hydrolysation temperature with energy requirements up to 3.8
kJ (Petrova et al., 2018b). Thirdly, the final heating to terminate hydrolysis with energy requirements up
to 252 kJ (Petrova et al., 2018b). The article describes a range of energy requirement for the
hydrolysation step, however exact data for this process is lacking. This issue is further discussed in the
discussion chapter (section 7.2).
Research has been conducted to estimate the energy consumption for production of several enzymes.
Between de studied enzyme, the energy consumption ranged between 20 - 130 MJ primary energy
consumption. Enzyme production is an energy intensive process and included in the assessment are all
significant consumptions of electricity, steam, ingredients and water in all production and waste
treatment processes. Nielsen et al., (2007) researched a cradle-to-gate environmental assessment of
five different enzymes produced on industrial scale. Enzyme with label ‘D’, which is called Savinase 12
TXT. Enzyme D a bacterial protease and this type is closely linked to the preferred enzyme used for
salmon (or fish in general). The preferred enzyme that can be used for salmon hydrolysation is also a
bacterial protease and is called Alcalase. The primary energy consumption expressed in Megajoule for
1 kg of Enzyme D is 60, with a global warming impact of 4 kg CO₂ equivalent (Nielsen et al., 2007).
Optimal conditions for salmon hydrolysis are described below. The study reports an enzyme to substrate
(fish substrate) level of 2.50% (v/w). This means that per kg of salmon, 2.5% (25 grams) of enzyme
needs to be added for optimal hydrolysis process. That is 0.025 kg of enzyme. As a result, the
calculations of GWP for 1 kg of FPH includes 25 grams of enzyme. This changes the energy
requirements from 60 MJ to 1.5 MJ.
There are optimal conditions for each individual enzyme. According to See et al., (2011), who performed
a study on the optimization of enzymatic hydrolysis of Salmon (Salmo salar) skin using Alcalase, the
following conditions are optimal: An enzyme to substrate level of 2.50% (v/w), temperature of 55.30°C
and pH of 8.39 and were found to be the optimum conditions to obtain the highest degree of hydrolysis
(77.03%) (See, Hoo, & Babji, 2011). These optimal conditions can produce a high protein content
hydrolysate with 89.53% protein content and high level of amino acids. Due to lack of data on the actual
energy requirements of the FPH hydrolysation step, it could not be estimated how these optimal
conditions (temperature, substrate level, pH value) change the energy requirements.
Phase 3 Recovery phase
Centrifugation in processing FPH can be done at 4000g (acceleration of gravity) for approximately 20
minutes, where the slurry is separated into three layers; sludge and solid layer, protein hydrolysate
solution, oil (He, Franco, & Zhang, 2015). This study suggested that basic centrifuges can be used, with
the main element being a rotor that rotates at high velocities. In this case up to 4000g.
Literature could not provide one clear energy requirement for filtration and centrifugation of FPH;
therefore, this was estimated. One study tries to close LCA data gaps, focusing on soy protein
hydrolysation, suggest that centrifugation has an energy requirement of 0.747 kWh per kg of product
output (Berardy et al., 2015). The time to finish this step is not mentioned. Other studies, also make
assumptions on centrifugation of lupine seed protein hydrolysate (Colantoni et al., 2017), yet the first
suggested energy requirement was chosen to use for this study.
Alternatively to centrifugation, filtration can be used to separate the slurry and ensure preliminary water
removal. Additionally, the mixture is pasteurized at high temperatures to eliminate possible microbial
contamination (Petrova et al., 2018b). Possibly, filtration can be an additional process, yet, this study
focuses only on centrifugation.
Phase 4 Concentration
The concentration step in the production of FPH is optional. This step is done to reduce the amount of
water, before the drying step, in order to reduce the energy requirement for the drying step (Petrova et
al., 2018b). However, this step itself needs additional equipment and energy to provide dehydration of
the slurry. Furthermore, since there is a lack of data on the FPH production already, let alone the effect
on energy consumption this step has on the final drying step, concentration is considered but not
included in the final calculations.
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Phase 5 Drying
In this study it was decided to assume that future industrial processing of FPH uses Spray drying as
articles suggest that is it more interesting on industrial scale, due to satisfactory productivity and quality
of final FPH (He et al., 2013; Petrova et al., 2018b). Spray drying of FPH normally is held at high
temperatures in a diapason 150–220 °C and the moisture evaporation rate ranges between 600 and
41,000 kg/h (Petrova, 2018). This process needs a lot of heat, but there is a lack of exact data of energy
requirements for producing FPH. The article of Petrova et al., (2018) analysed industrial spray dryers
energy consumption, with the conclusion that the range is between 4500 and 11500 kJ/kg (Petrova et
al., 2018b). Another article suggests that energy efficient spray dryers within the food industry revealed
an average energy consumption for food production was 4880 kJ/kg of evaporated water (Baker &
McKenzie, 2005). This number is used as the average amount of energy requirement for 1 kg of FPH
production.
Additional phase 6 Cold storage
As the fish arrives in the potential processing plants for FPH production, the fish needs to be stored
before the processing starts. Therefore, in a report of M. Thrane (2004), about environmental impact of
Danish fish products, estimated the impact for cold storage (both frozen and fresh fish) per kg (Thrane,
2004). The average energy requirements for cold storing of fresh fish is 0,2 MJ per kilogram of stored
fish. For cold storing of individual quick-frozen fish (IQF), this average is higher due to the fish being
frozen (5,4 MJ per kilogram of stored fish). This study suggest that the fish is fresh when being
transported to the potential FPH production plants, the average number for cold storing of fresh fish is
used in estimating the energy requirements.
Additional phase 7 Unloading
Unloading action are related to moving raw materials and products (FAO, 2015). This energy
requirement comes from unloading raw fish material meant for fishmeal production and actual
requirements could deviate from this number. The energy requirements for these are 3 kWh/tonne,
which is 0.003 kWh per kg of raw fish material (FAO, 2015; G. M. Hall, 2011; Williams, 2011).
Additional phase 8 Packaging
Packaging is necessary and crucial for the shelf-life of the salmon BP and FPH. As reported in chapter
4, carboard boxes are used to transport frozen fish from aquaculture and processing locations. Once
FPH is produces, they can be transported in plastic containers. Many studies focus on the environmental
impact of various packaging methods. It is complicated to decide which specific packaging methods fits
the packaging requirements in (future) transport situation. For that reason, the results of Winther et al.,
(2011) are used to generalize the packaging impact. Winther et al., (2011) focuses specifically on
salmon (fresh/frozen) transport from aquaculture and suits the scope of this research. The study
presents two transport scenarios where frozen salmon (gutted and filleted) needs to be transported with
average impact of 0.12 kg CO2-eq/kg of product (0.05 and 0.18 kg CO2-eq/kg).
5.1.3 System boundaries production chains FPH and Whey
The methodology chapter introduced the production chain comparison (Section 2.5, Figure 2.3) that is
necessary to ensure comparison in the analysis and to increase the transparency of the impact
assessment of FPH and WPH. The research context defined the salmon BP utilisations, namely FPH.
Corresponding, the research context defined the competitor product, namely WPH. With this
information, this section illustrated the production chains and system boundaries that are necessary to
describe for the performed LCA.
Salmon by-products production chain
As elaborated on in the methods chapter, the production chain for SBP exists out of farming Atlantic
salmon and the first processing steps (primary processing), the system boundaries can be found in
figure 5.2. This includes the production of agricultural and marine ingredients and the feed production
needed for the aquaculture practises. Then, aquaculture practises, the diesel production (electricity and
heat) and the processing of the fish, all lead to the production of Atlantic salmon BP. This production
chain is based on the analysis of Winther et al. (2011), a report that analysis the carbon footprint and
energy use of Norwegian seafood products (Winther et al., 2011).
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Figure 5.2 Cradle-to-waste system boundaries salmon BP production chain
Based on the analysis of (Winther et al., 2009)

Whey production chain
Whey proteins were chosen as the competitor for the FPH. Whey proteins are made of whey, a
component of milk, is a co- or by-product of cheese-making in the dairy industry (Birsen Bulut Solak &
Nihat Akin, 2012). Figure 5.3 shows the different phases of liquid whey production, that was extracted
from SimaPro. At the dairy farm, the milk is produces. Then standardized milk production leads to
making cheese, where liquid whey originates as a by-product from the cheese production.

Figure 5.3 Production of liquid whey
Source: SimaPro

From this, the system boundaries can be defined that is used in the LCA and this is visualized in figure
5.4. This describes the phases to produce liquid whey, extracted from SimaPro. The following process
titles were used to describe this process and can be found in SimaPro. There, the inventory for all
processes are described in detail.
1. Raw milk, at dairy farm/NL
2. Raw milk, at dairy farm/NL
3. Liquid whey, from cheese production, at plant/NL

Figure 5.4 Cradle-to-Waste system boundaries for whey production chain

5.1.4 Allocation strategy
An important aspect to consider, as already introduced in the methodology chapter, is the allocation of
the impact assessment. The reason for choosing physical allocation of the product is because economic
allocation would be challenging for salmon products. The prices of salmon and salmon BP both fluctuate,
also they have different values in different areas in the world (Stevens et al., 2018). The amount of BP
of salmon was estimated by many studies and therefore is seen as a more reliable allocation strategy.
This means that the allocation strategy used by SimaPro (economic), hence the impact assessment of
all processes from SimaPro, was adjusted.
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5.2 Data collection baseline scenario
The baseline scenario is also included in this study, to compare and use this, literally, as a baseline
against FPH production. The energy requirements of fishmeal production are estimated using a process
from SimaPro: SimaPro process: Fish meal with wastewater treatment, from Norway, at feed plant, FR
U/ton/GLO. In SimaPro the LCA of fish meal in Norway was used to serve as the baseline scenario.
Fish (and livestock) meal is a one of the main utilisation of fish BP, together with fish oil and fish silage
(Halim et al., 2016; Lopes et al., 2015) and is widely used as feedstuff. It is assumed that this process
has a similar system boundary compared to the production process of FPH (waste-to-gate). The
inventory of this process in detail can be found in SimaPro 8.5.2.0.

5.3 Inventory results SimaPro
This section describes the inventory results that were extracted from SimaPro, displayed in Global
Warming Impact with the impact category of Greenhouse Gasses. The methodology used is IPCC 2013
GWP 100a, as described in the methodology chapter (Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3). First, the results of
FPH production are displayed, followed by the production where of salmon BP where FPH originates
from. Second, the results of liquid whey are reported which is the production chain where WPH
originates from. Last, the separate analysis on GWP of fishmeal is discussed.
5.3.1 Impact assessment FPH production
Figure 5.5 illustrates the GWP results for the impact assessment based on the estimated energy
requirements of FPH production. The results describe the different phases as reported in table 5.1 with
their corresponding environmental impact. As the data collection already highlighted, drying the FPH to
powder form requires a large amount of energy. Therefore, this is further evaluated in the discussion
(Chapter 6). The results are can also be found in Appendix E, section E.1.
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Phase 1 Mincing

0,06

Phase 2 Hydrolysation (3 stages)

0,42

Phase 3 Centrifugation
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0,002
0,12
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0,0

0,1

0,2

0,3
0,4
0,5
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GWP (kg CO2-eq/kg

0,7

0,8
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Figure 5.5 GWP results estimated energy requirements FPH production

5.3.2 Impact assessment salmon by-products production chain
The production chain of salmon exists out of several stages that are described next. First, the process
of farming the salmon (aquaculture) is included. Second, the slaughtering and further processing is
included in the production chain of salmon BP.
Aquaculture
The impact of aquaculture systems of (Norwegian) salmon represents a large part of the production
chain, therefore must be included when estimating the impact to produce salmon BP.
Typical processes that are included in producing salmon (aquaculture) are:
-

Production of agricultural and marine ingredients
Feed production
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-

Diesel production (electricity and heat)
Processing of the fish

From aquaculture, the salmon BP originates. Construction of fishing vessels and gear was excluded.
This data was found in a report of Carbon footprint and energy use of Norwegian seafood products
(Winther et al., 2011). The life cycle inventory data are reported in table 5.2, that have influence on the
carbon footprint per tonne live weight salmon produced. This data was collected from salmon producers,
as reported in Winther et al., (2011).
Table 5.2 Life cycle inventory for salmon production used in the life cycle inventory of FPH
Source: (Winther et al., 2009)

Inputs
Feed
Electricity
Diesel
Petrol
Heat (from natural gas)
Smolt
Output
Live-weight salmon

Amount
1200 kilos
24 kWh
15 litres
0.24 kg
0.075 kWh
20 kg
1000 kilos

Comparison GWP salmon (at farm)
There are many studies that focus on the environmental burden of salmon farming. Buchspies et al.
(2011) illustrates the comparison of GWP (in kg CO2-equivalent/kg) from different studied, including own
results and calculations. Both the study of Winther et al. (2011) and Pelletier (2009) give calculations
specifically in Norway. Directly copied from Buchspies et al. (2011), table 5.3 illustrates the comparison
of GWP results for salmon production at fish farm.
Table 5.3 Comparison of different studies (kg CO2-eq/kg)
Source: (Buchspies, Tölle, & Jungbluthy, 2011)

Results one kg salmon, at fish
farm
(kg CO2-eq/kg)
2.05
1.79
2
2.07

Source

Buchspies et al., (2011)
Pelletier et al., (2009)
Winther et al., (2011)
Ayer & Tyedmers., (2008)

The average of all four calculations comes down to 1.98 kg CO2-eq/kg. This number is used as the base
case for estimating the production of salmon, originating from the aquaculture industry. The carbon
footprint is per kilo of live-weight salmon, meaning, there are additional processing steps necessary
before BP come into existence. Therefore, energy requirements of slaughtering and processing of
salmon (estimation) are also included.
Slaughtering
A slaughtering process, as reported by Ates et al. (2017), is illustrated in figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6 Slaughtering process salmon
Source: (Ates, Widell, Nordtvedt, & Cojocaru, 2017)

Inputs to produce salmon, most often head-on and gutted, as reported by Winther et al. (2011) can be
found in table 5.4. These are common in-and output for a salmon slaughtering plant that corresponds
as the life cycle inventory data. In this analysis, salmon BP are reported. Yet, when the fish is filleted,
more BP become available. Ates et al., (2017) performed a study on the energy consumption for salmon
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slaughtering process in southern, central and northern parts of Norway. They reported their energy
consumptions per year. In 2015 they reported 105.7, 103.1 and 85.1 kWh/tonne of finished product,
respectively. With the use of this date, the average energy consumption for the salmon slaughtering
process is 98 kWh/tonne per finished product (Ates et al., 2017)
Table 5.4 Life cycle inventory for salmon slaughtering plants used in the life cycle inventory of FPH
Source: (Winther et al., 2011)

Inputs

Amount

Live-weight salmon

1000 kg

Electricity
Carbon dioxide

81 kWh
0.15 kg

Water

3500 litres

Refrigerant R22

0.45 g

Refrigerant NH3
Ice

7.4 g
207 kg

Outputs

Amount

Salmon, head-on, gutted

822 kilos

Salmon by-products (to ensilage)

178 kilos

Filleting
Filleting is the final processes where BP originate from. There was no specific data available the filleting
process of salmon. However, there is data available on the energy requirement of salmon plants. It is
expected that filleting is part of the process of harvesting salmon, as this includes the slaughtering and
further processing of salmon. This is also reported in table 5.4 (salmon BP). For that reason, the energy
requirements for filleting is not separately assessed.
Salmon harvesting
The production chain of salmon BP includes the data on energy requirements described in this section.
The data summarizes the process of salmon harvesting and includes energy requirements of salmon
slaughtering and processing (data extracted from Norway’s largest producer) and filleting. In the salmon
plant, the energy use reported was 568 kWh/tonne product (Winther et al., 2009). The data reported in
the report of Winther includes the entire salmon harvesting process and therefore the GWP is calculated
using the energy use of 568 kWh/ tonne product. This translated to 0.32 kg CO2 equivalent for one kg
salmon. This reported energy requirement is the second stage that completes the production chain for
salmon BP.
Table 5.5 describes the GWP results for the estimated energy requirements of the production chain for
salmon BP before allocation. The estimated energy requirements are stated for the two stages of the
production chain: Salmon farming (aquaculture) and salmon harvesting (slaughtering and processing)
Table 5.5 GWP (kg CO2-eq/kg) results estimated energy requirements production chain for one kg of salmon

Process
Aquaculture
Salmon harvesting
Total

Results one kg salmon
reported as kg CO2-eq/kg
1.98
0.32
2.30

Allocation salmon BP
The approximation of the carbon footprint for one kilo of live weight includes parts of the fish that are not
BP. This study is only interested in the carbon footprint for the BP, as this is our main input for FPH. All
processes in the production of one kilo of live-weight salmon need to be included in the allocation. The
detailed processes (e.g. refrigeration, electricity, ice, heat, feed) are described in the previous section,
in table 5.2 and 5.4.
The total amount of GWP for producing salmon BP is 2.30 kg CO2 equivalent , as reported in table 5.5.
This amount needs to be reduced using the allocation of:
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1. Weight of salmon by-product
2. Allocation for human consumption
First, the weight of the salmon BP is used for the physical allocation. The percentage (approximately
for salmon) of BP from one live-weight salmon is 41.5% (Stevens, 2017). For that reason, 2.30 kg CO2
equivalent is divided by 41.5% because this represents the amount of BP from one-live-weight salmon.
The results after the allocation of salmon BP can be found in table 5.6. Second, the estimation of
volumes of BP allocated for human consumption was done earlier in this study (Section 4.1). Of the total
amount of BP reported, 15% was allocated for human consumption and can therefore be used to
produce FPH. For that reason, 0.95 kg CO2 equivalent (results allocation weight salmon BP) is divided
by 15% because this represents the allocation of BP to human consumption. The results of the impact
assessment after allocation can be found in table 5.6.
Table 5.6 Allocation of impact assessment by weight of salmon by-product

Process

Results
salmon
eq/kg)

Aquaculture
Salmon harvesting
Total

1.98
0.32
2.30

one
kg
(kg CO2-

Allocation weight of
salmon
by-product
(41.5%) (kg CO2-eq/kg)

Allocation
human
consumption (15%) (kg
CO2-eq/kg)

0.82
0.13
0.95

0.12
0.02
0.14

The results of 0.14 kg CO2-eq/kg that are reported in table 5.6 represents the production chain of salmon
BP. The BP are then used to produce FPH with a reported GWP of 1.41 CO2-eq/kg. To conclude, the
GWP of the product FPH is 1.55 kg CO2-eq/kg.
5.3.3 Impact assessment WPH production
The first step is to report the GWP results for the estimated energy requirements of WPH production.
The methods described the assumption that the production of WPH and FPH would most likely be similar
as it would have a similar production process (machinery, energy requirements, energy sources), only
a different by-product (salmon by-product, liquid whey). For that reason, the GWP results for FPH
production is used to describe the GWP results for WPH production. The GWP results of FPH production
is 1.41 CO2-eq/kg.
5.3.4 Impact assessment liquid whey
Section 5.1.3 illustrated the production chain for liquid whey, where liquid whey is a by-product from
cheese production. As explained, this process is extracted from SimaPro and reports a GWP of 0.49 kg
CO2-eq/kg. Important to mention is that SimaPro automatically applies economic allocation (value in
terms of money), which means that used energy requirements to produce liquid whey are determined
using economic allocation. For that reason, adjustment is necessary as this thesis uses physical
allocation and recalculations are needed to ensure comparability between the salmon BP and whey
production chains.
Allocation liquid whey
The GWP results to produce liquid whey are changing from economic allocation to physical allocation.
In the cheese production process, whey represents almost 87% of the final weight and cheese only
0,13%. With an economic allocation strategy whey represents 26,18% of the total value whereas cheese
represents 73,82% of the total value. Calculations that have been done given the percentage of weight
for the main product (cheese with GWP of 9.24 kg CO2-eq/kg) and by-product (whey with GWP of 0.49
kg CO2-eq/kg), which are 128 kg and 868 kg respectively. SimaPro reports a GWP for cheese and liquid
whey of 9.79 kg CO2-eq/kg. The weights reported above are used to recalculate the GWP from
economic allocation to physical allocation. The GWP results for the estimated energy requirements of
the production chain for whey are reported in table 5.7.
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Table 5.7 GWP results for the estimated energy requirements of the production chain for whey

Allocation strategy

Results one kg of liquid whey
IPCC GWP 100
(kg CO2-eq/kg)

Economic allocation
0.49
Physical allocation
8.44
The results of 8.44 kg CO2-eq/kg represents the production chain of the by-product (liquid) whey. The
whey is then used to produce WPH with a reported GWP of 1.41 CO2-eq/kg. To conclude, the GWP of
the product WPH is 9.85 kg CO2-eq/kg.

5.4 Inventory results fishmeal
The inventory results and outcomes of the LCA are reported, with the goal to compare FPH with WPH
production. Next, the GWP results of fishmeal production (BL) is reported in table 5.8. The results of the
impact assessment of fishmeal production can now be compared with the impact assessment results of
FPH production (waste-to-gate). This is used to analyse the future feasibility of FPH production, as it is
now compared to a current, widespread, utilisation from salmon BP. The results from this comparison
can be found in next section (Section 5.5).
Table 5.8 GWP results of the production of fish meal
Extracted from SimaPro 8.5.2.0

Results one kg of fish meal
IPCC GWP 100
(kg CO2-eq/kg)
2.07

Total

5.5 Comparison of inventory results
Figure 5.7 summarizes the GWP results of impacts assessment of the LCA, including the products FPH
and WPH. The reported results represent the production chain (salmon BP, whey) and production
process together (FPH production, WPH production). The allocation for both products has been applied
and the results are the final (recalculated) results. Due to this allocation, the GWP for liquid whey,
therefore whey protein hydrolysate (WPH), is relatively high compared to FPH. This is an important
result, therefore, further reviewed in the discussion (Chapter 6).

GWP (kg CO2-eq/kg

12,00
9,85

10,00
8,00
6,00
4,00
2,00

1,55

0,00
Fish protein hydrolysate

Whey protein hydrolysate

Figure 5.7 Results of LCA: Comparison of impact assessment (kg CO2-eq/kg) of SBP and CP

In addition, the GWP results of the production of fishmeal (BL) is displayed in figure 5.8. Although the
product fishmeal was not part of the LCA, the graph now provides a clear overview of the studied
products and the GWP results that allows easy comparison. The detailed results of figure 5.7 and 5.8
can be found in Appendix E, Section E.2.
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of production process FPH and Fishmeal

5.6 Inventory results supply chain network
The final step is to include the results from the supply chain network. Section 4.5 illustrated the European
supply chain design for the product FPH. This was used to determine the different options (routes) that
FPH could travel. For each of the routes, the impact in CO2-eq/kg was calculated, and the results are
displayed in table 5.10. Different modes of transport were expected to be used (truck, train, vessel) and
were elaborated in section 4.4, table 4.3. For each of the routes (Table 5.10) the different modes of
transport are displayed as scenarios and considered for the impact assessment. To calculate the impact
of transport, SimaPro is used and calculations are based on ton-kilometres (tkm). One ton-kilometre
means the transport of one ton over 1 kilometre, or 1 kg over 1000 km, or any other combination that
has the same product of distance and weight. As the studies functional unit described only 1 kg of
product, all impacts are re-calculated for transportation of 1 kg of product, given the number of kilometres
of transport. Table 5.9 displays the transport modes used in the supply chain design with the
corresponding SimaPro input used to calculate the impact of transport as CO2-eq/kg. The inputs from
SimaPro represent the transport modes that are used in the supply chain design.
Table 5.9 SimaPro inputs used to represent the transport modes in supply chain design

Mode of transport in
supply chain design

SimaPro input used for the impact assessment of network routes
Extracted from SimaPro 8.5.2.0.

Truck

Transport, truck >20t, EURO3, 80%LF, empty return/GLO Energy

Train

Transport, freight train, diesel, container, 80%LF, mountainous terrain,
default/GLO Energy

Vessel

Transport, sea ship, 5000 DWT, 80%LF, short, default/GLO Energy

From Table 5.10 it is observed that transport impact (CO2-eq/kg) represents a small percentage of the
total amount of impact (Figure 5.8). A second observation is that the high yield volume, only have a
small effect on the impact of transport. Furthermore, train transport seems to have a lower impact
compared to truck transport (stage 2-3) with the same amount of tkm.
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Table 5.10 Impact assessment of the transport of FPH in the supply chain design per stage
Routes extracted from table 5.11: Overview of supply chain designs for FPH

Stages

Route
number

Volumes (kg)

Unit in SimaPro
(tkm)

Impact
CO2-eq
(tkm)

0–1

1

54736500

5528386.5

2

54736500

Stages

Route
number

1–2

2–3

kg

Impact
kg
CO2-eq (one
kg of good)

Transport
mode

559000

0.01

Truck

3503136

354000

0.01

Truck

High/Low yield
(kg)

Unit in SimaPro
(tkm)

low
yield
(2556194.6 kg)

2305687.484

Impact
kg
CO2-eq (one
kg of good)
0.04

Transport
mode

3

Impact
CO2-eq
(tkm)
115000

4

4670621.756

225000

0.04

Vessel

5

high
yield
(5178072.9 kg)
Low yield

2954960.9

142,000

0.05

Vessel

6

High yield

5985852.272

288,000

0.05

Vessel

7

Low yield

2300575.095

232000

0.09

Truck

8

High yield

4660265.61

474,000

0.09

Truck

9

Low yield

2300575.095

26,900

0.01

Train

10

High yield

4660265.61

54,500

0.01

Train

kg

Vessel

Table 5.10 is structured by the stages in the supply chain design and sub structured by the various route
numbers (1 to 10). For all route numbers, the impact (CO2-eq/kg) is calculated and displayed. Next, the
stages are concentrated to establish eight routes (route names, table 5.11) where the impacts can be
combined. This was done to display the final representation of the possible route scenarios in the supply
chain design with corresponding impacts per route name (CO2-eq/kg).
Table 5.12 Overview of supply chain design network options and names

Route
name

Stage 0

Stage1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Transport
mode
Stage 2-3

Yield

a

Vestland

Bergen

Hamburg

Truck

Low

b

Vestland

Bergen

Hamburg

Average
(900km)
Average

Impact
assessment
in kg CO2eq/kg
0,15

Truck

High

0,15

c

Vestland

Bergen

Hamburg

Average

Train

Low

0,07

d

Vestland

Bergen

Hamburg

Average

Train

High

0,06

e

Møre og Romsdal

Ålesund

Hamburg

Average

Truck

Low

0,15

f

Møre og Romsdal

Ålesund

Hamburg

Average

Truck

High

0,15

g

Møre og Romsdal

Ålesund

Hamburg

Average

Train

Low

0,07

h

Møre og Romsdal

Ålesund

Hamburg

Average

Train

High

0,07
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Finally, the impact assessment of the product FPH (figure 5.7) and route names of the supply chain
design are combined. Figure 5.9 shows the impact assessment of all route number that can be travelled
and presents the overview of the combined impact (CO2-eq/kg). The detailed results of table 5.11 can
be found in Appendix E, section E.3.
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Figure 5.9 Impact assessment of supply chain design networks of FPH
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6 CONCLUSION, RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS AND FINAL OUTLOOK
This research addresses the question: How can the sustainability of the European farmed Atlantic
Salmon supply chain be improved by recovering its BP in the valorisation industry? Based on a
quantitative analysis of the potential supply chains , it can be concluded that allocating larger amounts
of salmon by-product (BP) to produce fish protein hydrolysate (FPH) can have economic benefits and
reduces the environmental impact to the salmon supply chain. FPH showed to be a promising utilisation
that, in the future, can be further exploited on a larger scale and become available for human
consumption. The LCA results showed promising outcomes to produce FPH when compared to whey
protein hydrolysate (WPH). Additionally, the separate comparative analysis with the baseline scenario
(BL), the production of fishmeal, presented promising results. Finally, the results indicate that FPH has
great market potential and a European network for FPH can be established.
The LCA, with corresponding methodology decisions, resulted in a comparative analysis of FPH and
WPH. Additionally, a separate analysis of the production of fishmeal (baseline scenario) was presented.
Assumptions needed to be made concerning the energy requirements, resulting in an estimated GWP
for production FPH production. The comparison between FPH and WPH demonstrated that FPH
production can have a positive environmental impact on the salmon supply chain. The separate
comparative analysis with the BL showed the promising future feasibility of FPH from an environmental
perspective. Hence, Therefore, there is reason to further investigate this product and the added value
of salmon BP in the dialogue of sustainable aquaculture.
Transport in the designed networks had a low environmental impact (< 10%) compared to the impact of
FPH production. Various production yields, possible locations and transport modes were analysed,
representing various scenario routes. Together with the estimated volumes of salmon BP that can be
allocated for FPH production, a draft network was designed. The draft network helped to identify the
future feasibility of FPH within a European network. Furthermore, the design demonstrates that possible
networks are feasible which can stimulate further research to BP utilisations.
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6.1 Research implications
The following chapter is divided in sections. Each section represents a research question and outlines
the research implications, limitations and provides a final outlook.
6.1.1 Value Atlantic salmon by-products
The first research question identified and defined the value of farmed salmon and salmon BP and
explored why these resources can add value in the supply chain. The results show that salmon BP can
be classified as high value from three different perspectives. From an economic perspective the study
Stevens et al., (2018) estimated a 803% increase in economic value and 61% nutritional value. The
increase of economic and nutritional value is possible when BP maintain food-grade standard and
maximise their use in human consumption, as discussed in the Food Recovery Hierarchy (Section 3.3,
Figure 3.5). This information matters to stakeholders within the aquaculture sector who are interested
in increasing value of their carefully farmed salmon. It is important to consider that this can only be
realised if salmon BP are processed according to HACCP and GMP processing standards. This implies
that BP maintaining food-grade standards are suitable as a source for human grade food. Literature
suggest that this is not always possible, due to unsuitable processing facilities, lack of refrigeration space
and lack of investment in the appropriate equipment and labour (Olsen et al., 2014; Wu & Bechtel, 2008).
Environmental perspective
When studying the environmental burden of increasing BP utilisations, a research gap exists, making it
an extremely important aspect to address in this study. BP utilisation and transformation is not a new
topic, as a large percentage of BP has already been transformed into marketable products
(Arvanitoyannis & Kassaveti, 2008; Milovanovic & Hayes, 2018). That said, metric and models from
literature emphasize the relevance and importance of steps after cultivation of salmon (Section 3.2, 3.3).
This suggest that there is a need for improvement from an environmental perspective. Other literature
indicates that there is an opportunity when BP are of food-grade standard and become products that
are available for human consumption.
6.1.2 Potential SBP-utilisations
Industry push
The second research question focusses on selecting potential salmon by-product utilisation (SBP), by
defining several product groups with potential. This study noted that many different utilisations belong
to the top two tiers of the Food Recovery Hierarchy; however, are not produced on a large scale. This
leads to new questions regarding why most of the BP transformation end up in the lower tiers of the
hierarchy. The research framework (Chapter 3) identified several challenges for the salmon industry and
risks for BP processing (Section 3.3), making it obvious that change is necessary. Simultaneously, the
industry is not confident or informed enough about changing BP allocation, even though literature and
environmental studies stress the importance of fully utilising the nutritional salmon components. The
reason for this might be that processing plants cannot comply with HACCP and GMP processing
standards (Olsen et al., 2014), and/or cannot comply with European legislation (European Parliament
and Council, 2009), of 21 October 2009, point 5 and 6).
Drawbacks and considerations of FPH
Some of the drawbacks and implications of FPH are acknowledged in chapter 3. This aspect requires
attention when discussing the feasibility of FPH in the proteins and food ingredients market. For
example, the bitterness issue can be overcome and a number of solutions are provided (Section 3.6)
(Aspevik, Egede-Nissen, & Oterhals, 2016). This is a positive outcome; however, shows that FPH and
possible similar applications should be more thoroughly studied. For instance, Milovanovic & Hayes
(2018) discuss in their article the main drawback for marine gelatine applications. Due to the fact that
Atlantic salmon is a cold-water fish, the gelling and melting temperatures are less favourable compared
to main gelatine competitors (porcine origin) (Milovanovic & Hayes, 2018). This does not suggest that
fish or salmon BP utilisations cannot compete with competitor products. Nonetheless, it leads to the
false assumptions that, on one hand, FPH and similar utilisations need further investigation, and, on the
other hand, product adjustment might be necessary.
The need for further research to salmon BP utilisations and the identification of the mentioned
challenges, might be the reason that the valuable salmon BP components are not yet fully utilised.
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6.1.3 LCA
Energy requirements
Drying of hydrolysate and the optional process of concentration are necessary steps to create a powder
form of FPH. These steps have high-intensive energy requirements, which results in high costs. There
is a lack of available data concerning the drying of hydrolysate, and hence a lack of data available
concerning energy efficient processing (Petrova et al., 2018b). One option is to switch to liquid FPH.
This reduces the energy requirements of pre-water removal and drying steps (He et al., 2013). Switching
to liquid FPH affects the supply chain design and changes the final product characteristics. Another
option is to further assess various drying steps. Petrova et al. (2018) proposes a number of solutions
that can help decrease the energy cost for FPH by naming optional drying steps (Petrova et al., 2018b).
Drying has a significant effect on the total GWP value for FPH production, making it an aspect for which
improvement options should be explored.
Results impact assessment
In the search for impact data on the production process of FPH, it became clear that there is a lack of
data on this specific process from an environmental perspective. This suggests that limited research
has been conducted on FPH and similar products. Nevertheless, the results of existing research are
promising and give reason to believe that FPH could be a feasible future product that supports the
sustainable supply chain of Atlantic salmon.
A comparison of the production chain, with physical allocation for BP, shows that the GWP for farmed
fish is much lower compared to the GWP for whey production (0.14 and 8.44 respectively), while
aquaculture is receiving a lot of criticism for having a high impact on the environment. The results of are
promising as this approach poses that the production of fish has lower impact (GWP) compared to
producing whey (cheese). Hence, it was expected that the producing salmon would lead to higher GWP
values. A study from Clune et al. (2017) states that salmon production has a GWP of 3.47 (median),
while cheese production has a GWP value of 8.55. All impacts in this study are displayed in kg CO 2-eq
per kg of produce or bone free meat. This study has a wider outlook in the calculation of the GWP, using
bone free fish as functional unit, farmed and caught fish, a different allocation strategy and they include
milk production. That said, the results of the GWP are similar for both the salmon and cheese production
system (Clune, Crossin, & Verghese, 2017). This poses that the production system of salmon has a
lower GWP compared to cheese.
The production of FPH uses a more technical method that requires enzymes and a specific heating
process. The production of fishmeal (baseline scenario) is somewhat similar but does not use hydrolysis
or enzyme material (section 2.4, figure 2.1). The comparison with the baselines scenario (BL) illustrates
that the GWP for FPH is lower than the GWP of fishmeal (1.41 and 2.07 respectively). This is an
interesting result, as this could indicate that the performed LCA has been affected by the lack of literature
on energy requirements and data.
Physical and economic allocation
The SimaPro process of liquid whey used as in the LCA has a GWP of 8.44 kg of CO2-eq based on
physical allocation, which is the total weight of the product (cheese, whey). The water content in liquid
whey can go up to 94%, this is around 6% of total solids (Baldasso et al., 2011; Tetra Pak, 2003). For
salmon BP (Norwegian salmon farming) it is estimated that the water percentage is between 74 – 77 %
(Agger, Nilsen, Eijsink, & Horn, 2014). This difference in water content could explain why the GWP for
liquid whey is relatively high compared to the GWP of salmon BP. To further investigate the large GWP
for liquid whey based on physical allocation, similar studies can be used to compare results. It is
necessary to learn from similar studies and discover if GWP results for liquid whey have similar values
and to check the validity of the results in this study.
First, it is essential to understand that in many LCA’s, economic allocation is predominantly used as
allocation strategy. Economic allocation is expressed as a value in terms of money. In Van Middelaar,
Berentsen, Dolman, & de Boer (2011) the production process of 1 kg of semi-hard cheese is described.
This process comprises of three sub-systems. The first two sub-systems focus on up-stream processes
and farming the milk (including whey production as a by-product from cheese). The third stage focusses
on the other end of the supply chain until retail. The GWP for the first two stages, including cheese
making, comes down to 7.8 kg CO2-eq and has used a similar system boundaries as in this thesis (van
Middelaar, Berentsen, Dolman, & de Boer, 2011). To ensure comparability, both the physical and
economic allocation strategies are applied on the GWP outcome (7.8 kg CO 2-eq). To do so, the physical
allocation and economic allocation of cheese and whey are required to recalculate the GWP for whey
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production only. Whey is a by-product of cheese and represents a certain weight (physical) and value
(economical) of the total cheese production. González-García, Castanheira, Dias, & Arroja (2013) and
Kim et al., (2013) display the physical and economic share of whey in cheese production. First, the
physical allocation of liquid whey ranges between 87 % and 90 % and for cheese this is between 9.68
% and 13 %. Second, the economic allocation of whey ranges between 15 % and 26.2 % and for cheese
this ranges between 78.8 % - 85 %. The results are used to recalculate the GWP for whey production.
First, the physical allocation strategy generates GWP values that range between 6.79 – 7.02 kg CO2-eq
for whey production. Second, the economic allocation strategy generates GWP values that range
between 1.17 – 2.04 kg CO2-eq for whey production. Comparing the results of physical allocation (6.79
– 7.02 kg CO2-eq) with the results of this research (8.44 kg CO 2-eq), it shows that the results found in
this research are not unreasonable to consider. Given that the system boundaries for the compared
studies are similar, there are differences in the methodology and performance of the LCA. For example,
in this thesis, cheese making includes the input of standardized milk and use of electricity and heat.
Whereas van Middelaar et al. (2011) includes several other ingredients and auxiliary materials as well.
All things considered, results from van Middelaar et al. (2011) with similar system boundaries and the
physical allocation strategy has demonstrated GWP that are not far off when compared to the results in
this thesis.
6.1.4 Supply chain design
Designing a supply chain network for FPH supports knowledge on the future feasibility of FPH
production. LCA is a commonly used tool to assess the environmental impact in early stages, followed
by the supply chain design (Eskandarpour et al., 2015). There is a strong connection between the supply
chain design and the new product that is studied. Hilletofth & Eriksson (2011) outline that a new product
stimulates various supply chain activities. Hence, the impact on the supply chain performance should
be considered. Consequently, understanding how products are sourced, manufactured and delivered
efficiently add knowledge in assessing the future feasibility of the product (Hilletofth & Eriksson, 2011).

6.2 Research limitations
6.2.1 Potential SBP-utilisations
Competitor and baseline scenarios
One aspect that needs to be discussed is the decision concerning the competitor product and the
baseline scenario. Whey protein hydrolysate (competitor product) was used in the LCA and the fishmeal
production (baseline scenario) was added as a benchmark tool. The decision-criteria was used for the
final and optimal decision of these products. Based on the analysis and given the aim of this study, the
chosen CP and BL were suitable options. The results only considered these three products, while the
decision-criteria outlined other utilisations as well. Only FPH, WPH and fishmeal were used, and it is
believed that the decision-criteria provided a representative choice compared to other utilisations,
competitor products and baseline scenarios.
6.2.2 LCA
Energy requirements
This study tried to collect data, as input for the LCA, from companies who produce FPH or whey protein
hydrolysate (WPH). This approach has been challenging and this could be improved by building a more
detailed database of energy requirements of production processes used in FPH production. As a result,
the data collection was supplemented by accessing literature focusing on production of fish in general,
whey or other protein hydrolysate production. For that reason, this study has accepted to use data that
was either estimated or deriving from a non-fish source. Although the energy requirements used were
considered most suitable, given the aim of the LCA, this does have implications on the validity of the
study that cannot be overlooked.
Economic perspective on large scale FPH production
Regarding the feasibility of the studied products, the results have been generated from an environmental
perspective and possible network design. The results lack a perspective on the feasibility of upscaling
the FPH (and similar products) production process from an economic perspective. The articles on FPH
production meant for human consumption reveal that there is a lack of knowledge concerning large
scale production. Potential companies and investors should be able to invest in machinery, research for
upscaling FPH production, production cost, storage stability, consumer survey and sensory defects
(bitterness) (Shaviklo & Etemadian, 2019). Currently, most studies that researched the production of
FPH report production that is done at laboratory scale. He et al. (2015) performed an economic feasibility
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study about the industrial production of FPH. The results highlighted that the investment payback time
and return on investment are both sensitive to the purchase cost of raw material and selling price. That
said, they expect the industry to get a pay back on investment in approximately 2 years, based on
purchase cost of raw material between USD 1 – 3/kg and selling price of FPH between USD 20 – 40/kg.
Enzymatic hydrolysis in FPH production is preferred but results into difficulties for scaling up the process
compared to chemical hydrolysis. Kristinsson & Rasco (2000) expect high production costs due to the
need for large quantities of enzymes, longer processing time for enzymatic hydrolysis and the fact that
enzymes cannot be re-used (Kristinsson & Rasco, 2000). This information can be used for future
decision-making for FPH and similar utilisations produced from salmon BP, as it provides an industry
estimate from an economic perspective.
6.2.3 Supply chain design
Supply chain design optimization
The supply chain design constructed as part of the research provides a basis network for the product
FPH. This study reviewed the environmental impact of utilizing this network and the results showed that
environmental impact was relatively low compared to the production chains and production process
studied (~10% of production chain and processing process of FPH). Besides the possible defined
network, the impact assessment (kg CO2-eq) per route increase knowledge and transparency on
network design of FPH and similar utilisations from BP.

6.3 Final outlook
6.3.1 Value of Atlantic salmon by-products
Future research is needed to determine the right amount of available salmon BP that can be used for
value-added products. As explained, larger quantities make collection of salmon BP more attractive and
can reduce the issue of economy of scale for BP recovery. This could stimulate further research on FPH
and similar promising utilisations. Further researching on the value of Atlantic salmon BP can support
BP utilisation and production, further reduce the environmental impact of the chain and gain insight to
feasible networks. In addition to that, a better prediction can be made regarding the economic feasibility,
the effects of large-scale production and the revenue from co-products can be further studied to add to
the stream of revenue (He et al., 2015).
Besides a volume estimation, it is important for further research to consider consumer acceptance and
choices. A challenge that arises in (new) product development, in this case allocating FPH towards
human consumption. Consumer acceptance is therefore essential to consider from the early stage of
product development onward. Not only consumer acceptance is important. Keogh et al. (2019) focused
on exploring key factors affecting consumer choices after the increase of whey protein sport supplement
over recent years (Keogh et al., 2019). His study found that a key factor influencing consumer choices
on whey protein sports supplements is the type of exercise and not demographic factors (gender,
income). This is fundamental information as it changes the view on which type of product should be
developed and which customer group to focus on. Hence, future research should consider the driving
forces behind consumer choices for FPH as well.
6.3.2 Potential SBP-utilisations
This study established that whey protein is the biggest competitor of FPH. Literature describes that a
great deal of attention currently focuses on plant-based alternatives. One can therefore assume that
plant-based proteins will arise as competitor of FPH as well.
6.3.3 LCA
Sensitive analysis
The sensitivity analysis is included in this discussion to address challenges in this study and to support
future research with collecting more reliable data of processing FPH on an industrial scale.
Table 6.1 illustrates the sensitivity analysis of the FPH production process with different energy
requirements (options) found in literature. Multiple inputs were found in these processes in a wide
bandwidth. In order to generate reliable data, this bandwidth needs to be smaller. Future studies that
focus on environmental assessment of FPH, or similar products from salmon BP, should therefore
assess the various energy requirement options, as described in the next paragraph. Furthermore, it
necessary to fill the current data gaps and reduces decision on excluding processes or certain
processing techniques. A tool that can collect reliable data for LCA are surveys. Survey that collect data
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on energy requirements from production plants (if possible) can reduce the bandwidth of energy
requirements of suitable processes. A second example of reliable data collection is from Kim et al.
(2013) who perform a LCA on cheese and whey production and uses appropriate plants and processing
companies to complete a spreadsheet-based survey to facilitate incorporation of data (Kim et al., 2013).
This tool is seen as a common resource for studies performing a life cycle assessment. It results in a
more reliable data set on production energy requirements. Using such tool can provide an even better
estimate on the environmental impact of the production of FPH and other salmon BP utilisation.
The results in table 6.1 describe the reasoning behind the decision on excluding certain processes or
choosing one processing technique over the other. First, spray drying is commonly used as it is a well
know technique for large scale FPH production. Other industrial dryers could give similar outcomes with
a lower environmental impact; however, are not used as the technique is not so well-known. Secondly,
the optimal conditions for the hydrolysation, based on the chosen enzyme (Alcalase), influence the final
temperature, time of the hydrolysis and the energy requirements. With the available data, it was difficult
to estimate the changes in energy requirements of the hydrolysis step during optimal time and heat. For
that reason, the energy requirements are based on the estimate hydrolysis time and heat requirement
provided by literature.
The conclusions of this research are based on environmental results. To further study the feasibility of
product industrialization, research should be conducted from other perspectives as well. These
perspectives can be economic, consumers interest and regulatory .The previous section revealed that
his is critical if one wants to upscale the production process of, in this specific case, salmon BP.
Table 6.1 Sensitivity analysis of FPH production process, energy requirements are based on 1 kg of product

Process
Heating
raw
material
(Hydrolysis, first stage)
Maintenance
at
hydrolysation temperature
(Hydrolysis, second stage)
Final heating to terminate
hydrolysis (Hydrolysis, third
stage)
Centrifugation
Spray drying

Chosen
Energy requirements
583 kJ
(upper bound)

Option 1
Energy requirements
175 kJ
(lower bound)

(Petrova et al., 2018a)

(Petrova et al., 2018a)

3.8 kJ
(upper bound)

0.032 kJ
(lower bound)

(Petrova et al., 2018a)

(Petrova et al., 2018a)

252 kJ
(upper bound)

136 kJ
(lower bound)

(Petrova et al., 2018a)

(Petrova et al., 2018a)

0.747 kWh

35 Wh

(Berardy et al., 2015)

(Colantoni et al., 2017)

4880 kJ

11 500 kJ

(Petrova et al., 2018a)

(Petrova et al., 2018a)

6.3.4 Supply chain design
The supply chain design for a new product, as reported by Butler et al. (2006) includes three steps. This
study performed the first step of this supply chain design, namely the data collection. To further
investigate the four-echelon supply chain network, the last two steps, modelling and solving, should be
completed as well (Butler et al., 2006). Additional locations for all stages of the multi-echelon network
can be defined and optimized with location and allocation decisions (Latha Shankar, Basavarajappa,
Chen, & Kadadevaramath, 2013). This model can determine the best decision in the network and can
create a more optimal network for FPH. Consequently, more essential aspects in supply chain design
for new products can be constructed, such as customer demand and cost uncertainty or financial
capabilities of production company (Butler et al., 2006). The additional aspects that are mentioned here
could be adopted The supply chain network is often designed after the phase of (new) product
development, therefore the additional aspects that are mentioned could be adopted at a later stage
(Eskandarpour et al., 2015).
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Appendices
Appendix A Overview literature sources product groups for SBP utilisations
Table A.1. Overview literature sources product groups for SBP utilisations

Nr.

Product range

Literature available

1

Fermented fish products

2

Minced fish products

(Aspevik et al., 2017; Sultana, Ali, & Ahamad, 2018; Williams,
2011)
(Jenkelunas & Li-Chan, 2018; Rustad et al., 2011; Williams, 2011)

3

Surimi based products

(Ananey-Obiri et al., 2019; Williams, 2011)

4

Hydrolysed fish products

5

Gelatine and Collagen

6

Marine peptides

(Aspevik et al., 2018; He, Franco, & Zhang, 2015; Kristinsson &
Rasco, 2000; Ramírez, 2007; Shavandi et al., 2019; Tone
Aspevik, 2016)
(Domínguez-Niño, Cantú-Lozano, Ragazzo-Sanchez, AndradeGonzález, & Luna-Solano, 2018; Fatih & Se-Kwon, 2014; Halim
et al., 2016; Kristinsson & Rasco, 2000; Sultana et al., 2018)
(Ahn, Jeon, Kim, & Je, 2012; Cheung, Ng, & Wong, 2015; Halim
et al., 2016)(Ryan, Ross, Bolton, Fitzgerald, & Stanton, 2011)
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Appendix B Supply chain whey production and utilisation

Figure B.1 Supply chain of whey production and utilisation
Source: (Das, Raychaudhuri, & Ghosh, 2016)
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Appendix C Statistics data Aquaculture in Norway
Table C.1 The overview of the counties with number of licenced aquaculture locations in Norway

County

Category

11

Rogaland

01
02
03
04

12

Hordaland

14

Sogn
Fjordane

05
01
02
03
04

og

05
01
02
03
04

15

Møre
Romsdal

og

05
01
02
03
04

50

Trøndelag Trööndelage

05
01
02
03
04

16

SørTrøndelag

05
01
02
03
04

17

NordTrøndelag

05
01
02
03
04

18

Nordland

05
01
02
03
04
05

Fish for food, salmon and rainbow trout
Fish for food, other species
Shellfish
Hatcheries and fingerling, salmon and rainbow
trout
Hatcheries and fingerling, other species
Fish for food, salmon and rainbow trout
Fish for food, other species
Shellfish
Hatcheries and fingerling, salmon and rainbow
trout
Hatcheries and fingerling, other species
Fish for food, salmon and rainbow trout

Licences
2018
78
8
7
14
4
183
12
25
50
15
97

Fish for food, other species
Shellfish
Hatcheries and fingerling, salmon and rainbow
trout
Hatcheries and fingerling, other species
Fish for food, salmon and rainbow trout

7
3
13

Fish for food, other species
Shellfish
Hatcheries and fingerling, salmon and rainbow
trout
Hatcheries and fingerling, other species
Fish for food, salmon and rainbow trout

13
7
28

Fish for food, other species
Shellfish
Hatcheries and fingerling, salmon and rainbow
trout
Hatcheries and fingerling, other species
Fish for food, salmon and rainbow trout

16
36
31

Fish for food, other species
Shellfish
Hatcheries and fingerling, salmon and rainbow
trout
Hatcheries and fingerling, other species
Fish for food, salmon and rainbow trout

0
0
0

Fish for food, other species
Shellfish
Hatcheries and fingerling, salmon and rainbow
trout
Hatcheries and fingerling, other species
Fish for food, salmon and rainbow trout
Fish for food, other species
Shellfish
Hatcheries and fingerling, salmon and rainbow
trout
Hatcheries and fingerling, other species

0
0
0

3
125

9
211

9
0

0
0

0
214
16
29
30
14
62

19

20

Troms
Romsa

Finnmark
Finnmárku

-

-

01

Fish for food, salmon and rainbow trout

120

02
03
04

Fish for food, other species
Shellfish
Hatcheries and fingerling, salmon and rainbow
trout
Hatcheries and fingerling, other species
Fish for food, salmon and rainbow trout

3
1
11

Fish for food, other species
Shellfish
Hatcheries and fingerling, salmon and rainbow
trout
Hatcheries and fingerling, other species
Fish for food, salmon and rainbow trout

2
0
4

Fish for food, other species
Shellfish
Hatcheries and fingerling, salmon and rainbow
trout
Hatcheries and fingerling, other species

9
9
3

05
01
02
03
04

+01

Other
Counties

05
01
02
03
04
05

4
103

1
29

4
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Appendix D Possible routes from Norway to Mainland Europe

Figure D.1 Possible transport network from Norway
Source: (Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications, 2009)
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Appendix E Detailed outcome LCA
Table E.1 GWP results estimated energy requirements FPH production

One kg of FPH from Atlantic Salmon BP

IPCC GWP 100
Unit: kg CO2 equivalents/kg

Phase 1 Mincing

0,004

Phase 2 Hydrolysation (3 stages)

0,06

Phase 3 Centrifugation

0,42

Phase 5 Spray Drying
Phase 6 Cold storage fresh fish

0,76
0,03

Phase 7 Unloading fish

0,002

Phase 8 Packaging

0,12

Total

1.41

Table E.2 Comparison impact assessment of SBP, CP, and BL

Production chains

Utilisation studied

Total

Salmon by-product

0,14

FPH

1,41

1,55

Liquid whey

8,44

WPH

1,41

9,85

Salmon by-product

-

Fishmeal

2,07

2,07

Table E.3 Impact assessment of supply chain design routes of FPH

Names transport
routes

Impact per route

Impact assessment FPH

Total GWP (kg CO2-eq/kg)

a

0,15

1,55

1,69

b

0,15

1,55

1,69

c

0,07

1,55

1,61

d

0,06

1,55

1,61

e

0,15

1,55

1,70

f

0,15

1,55

1,70

g

0,07

1,55

1,62

h

0,07

1,55

1,62
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